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Recycling is a major concern in the nineties, and therefore 
wastepaper·recycling is also in the spotlight. This concern has 
made it necessary to explore new ways to handle wastepaper. 
Steam-explosion is a possible pulping process that has the 
capabilities of handling grades that previously have not been 
used. 
The effects of steam-explosion on 100% laser and Xerox 
printed paper were studied and the resulting optical properties 
determined. Chemical addition, residence time, pressure, and 
dispersant level were varied in the steam-explosion trials. A 
Morton Slush Maker was used to simulate conventional hydra­
pulping for comparison with the steam-explosion pulp. 
Steam-explosion removes the toner from laser and Xerox 
printed paper and disperses these particles in the pulp. Sodium 
hydroxide used during steam-explosion pulping reduces the toner 
particle size and when used with sodium sulphite pulp brightness 
is also improved. 
KEYWORDS: Steam-Explosion, Sodium Hydroxide, Sodium Sulphite, 
Toner, Dispersant, Image Analysis, Brightness 
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Recycling is a major part of everyone's lives in the 
nineties. Due to the decline of available landfill space and 
the fact that paper makes up the majority of solid waste, 
paper recycling is presently in the spotlight. This is why it 
is necessary to find new ways and improve conventional 
processes of paper recycling. Steam-explosion is a new 
pulping process that will pulp grades of paper that have 
usually been considered straight waste. Steam-explosion can 
be used without the addition of pulping chemicals and this 
makes the process quite environmentally friendly. 
BACKGROUND 
The process of steam-explosion originated with the 
Masonite Process. In 1927, W. H. Mason published a paper on 
the steam-explosion of wood chips for the manufacture of 
hardboard1 • This paper describes the original steam­
explosion process which was batch style. Since 1927, steam­
explosion has been used for processes varying from bio-mass
conversion to a possible alternative to Chemi-Thermo­
Mechanical Pulping (CTMP) 2• In bio-mass conversion, all
sorts of organic material, such as tree limbs and other
foliage, is processed using steam-explosion. The steam­
explosion can generate a product suitable for cattle feed or
it can make a product desirable for Ethanol production by
means of enzyme hydrolysis. For the cattle feed, very little 
destruction is done to the bio-mass, but for the Ethanol 
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production the bio-mass must be converted to a product which 
can be separated into fractions of cellulose, hemicellulose 
and lignin. Steam-explosion was then examined as an 
alternative to CTMP for high-yield pulp production at reduced 
energy costs. The pulp obtained from steam-explosion had a 
higher tensile strength and was produced with as much as 25% 
less energy3 • Within the past 3 years, steam-explosion has 
been examined for potential in the area of recycled paper, due 
to again the possibility of energy savings over processes 
currently used. 
steam-Explosion 
Steam-explosion can be done using two different digester 
processes. These processes are batch and continuous pulping. 
They both consist of basically the same main principals. 
First the prepared feed is introduced to the digester. Then 
the desired pressure is held for the required cook time. 
Finally the pulp exits to atmospheric pressure and is 
separated from the steam. 
Batch Pulping 
The batch process uses a pressure vessel, equipped with a 
blow valve, also called a Masonite Gun1 • The process starts 
by pre-steaming the incoming chips with the blow steam. The 
gun is then loaded with these chips and sealed. The pressure 
in the gun is raised to 350 psi with saturated steam, yielding 
a chip temperature of 375 °F. This pressure is held for 30-40 
seconds at which time the pressure is raised to 1000 psi. The 
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1000 psi is held for 5 seconds and then the blow valve is 
released. Upon releasing the blow valve the chips and steam 
expand into atmospheric pressure. The steam is then separated 
from the pulp by use of a cyclone separator. The high 
pressure at the end of the cook cycle is to insure a clean 
blow of the gun. 
Continuous Pulping 
In the continuous process, the digester is a pressure 
vessel with and auger screw running down the long axis. The 
paper is presteamed to moisten and aid packing, in a chip 
hopper. From the hopper the paper is screw fed to a piston. 
This piston forms a dense plug which keeps the digester 
sealed. Once the plug is of the proper density it is allowed 
to enter the digester where it expands slightly. The digester 
is held at 400 psi and the retention time is controlled by the 
auger screw speed. Then at the end of the digester another 
screw carries the pulp to the reciprocating blow valve. When 
the valve cycles open, the adjacent material is vented to 
atmosphere and expands while exiting the digester. This pulp 
is then fed to a blow tank to recover energy. 
PAPER SELECTION 
Steam-explosion as a process can handle furnishes varying 
from old news to high wet strength kraft, therefore the 
furnish selection for the trials was not limited by the 
process. While considering possible furnishes, laser and 
Xerox printed paper were selected for the steam-explosion 
trials. Laser and Xerox printed paper are both similar 
printing processes differing mainly by the charge carried by 
the toner. The laser printed paper is now causing problems 
with the 9rade of recycled paper called computer printout 
(CPO). CPO originally only had paper that was printed with 
dot-matrix printers, and in dot-matrix printing the ink used 
is removed easily with methods in current use. The "ink" used 
in laser and Xerox printing is actually a thermoplastic toner 
that is fused to the sheet of paper. This toner does not 
readily break up in conventional pulping and is also not 
easily removed by cleaning processes4 • Steam-explosion holds 
the possibility of removing toner from the fibers in the sheet 
and dispersing of the toner in the pulp suspension. 
PROCEDURE 
STEAM-EXPLOSION PULPING 
The 100% laser and Xerox printed paper was first shred or 
chipped into roughly one inch square pieces. The shredding 
was done using a hammer mill, and therefore the fiber cutting 
was minimal, which is important when considering strength 
properties. The shredding increased the achievable bulk 
density because paper chips will pack more easily than whole 
paper sheets. Four pounds of paper chips were soaked for 5 
minutes for each trial. During the presoak, chemicals and 
dispersants were added. The shredding allowed for even water 
pickup due to the increased surface ares and increased fiber 
exposure. The water carried the pulping chemicals therefore 
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shredding also aided in complete chemical treatment. The 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium sulphite (Na2so3) were
added at a rate of 2% based on dry weight. The sodium 
hydroxide was added to accomplish two things. First, the 
sodium hydroxide swells the fibers and thus allows for a 
complete pulping. The second benefit that sodium hydroxide 
yields is that it aids in the removal of toner from the 
fibers. The sodium sulphite has the main function of 
preventing the yellowing that occurs in the reaction of lignin 
and sodium hydroxide, giving a brighter pulp. The dispersant 
(BRO 288) was added at a rate of .0025% based on dry weight. 
According to the manufacturer (Buckman Laboratories), BRO 288 
is a dispersant for the repulping and deinking of troublesome 
secondary fiber. When used in conjunction with laser printed 
office waste, BRO 288 works rapidly to disperse the toner and 
improve the efficiency of deinking. The use of BRO 288 in 
repulping can result in the reduction of caustic used or a 
faster cycle time in the pulper. BRO 288 is stable in the 
presence of alkalies and bleaches used during repulping5 • 
After the presoak, the paper drained for 5 minutes to yield a 
final consistency of 27%.The paper was then packed into the 
digester and the lid was sealed. In the digester, higher bulk 
density improves the heat transfer through the paper plug. 
Figure 1 shows the digester used for the steam-explosion 
process. There were 32 trials performed that varied the 
factors of cook time, cook pressure, chemical addition, and 



















surfactant use. The trials included 8 trials at the four 
different chemical levels, 16 trials at the two pressures, 16 
trials at the two cook times, and also 16 trials with and 
without dispersant. This layout will allow for a complete 
analysis of variance with interaction action analysis. The 
run schedule is laid out in Table 1.The typical run involved 
pre-steaming the paper through the rise to the cooking 
pressure. The hold at the cooking pressure ended with a rise 
to 500 psi before the digester blow. This high blow pressure 
was used to insure that all the material was removed from the 
digester and therefor avoid contamination of the next batch of 
Steam-Explosion Variables 
Number Chemical Level Pressure Time Dispersant Level 
1 0% 200 PSI 2Min 0% 
2 . 2%NaOH 400 PSI 4Min .25% 
3 2% Na2SO3 
4 2% Both 
Run Layout: 32 Runs 
Run 1 :C1 ;P1 ;T1 ;D1 Run 9:C2;P1 ;T1 ;D2 Run 17:C3;P1 ;T1 ;D1 Run 25:C4;P1";T1 ;D2 
Run 2:C1 ;P1 ;T2;D1 Run 10:C2;P1 ;T2;D2 Run 18:C3;P1 ;T2;D1 Run 26:C4;P1 ;T2;D2 
Run 3:C1 ;P2;T1 ;D1 Run 11 :C2;P2;T1 ;D2 Run 19:C3;P2;T1 ;D1 Run 27:C4;P2;T1 ;D2 
Run 4:C1 ;P2;T2;D1 Run 12:C2;P2;T2;D2 Run 20:C3;P2;T2;D1 Run 28:C4;P2;T2;D2 
Run 5:C1 ;P1 ;T1 ;D2 Run 13:C2;P1 ;T1 ;D1 Run 21 :C3;P1 ;T1 ;D2 Run 29:C4;P1 ;T1 ;D1 
Run 6:C1 ;P1 ;T2;D2 Run 14:C2;P1 ;T2;D1 Run 22:C3;P1 ;T2;D2 Run 30:C4;P1 ;T2;D1 
Run 7:C1 ;P2;T1 ;D2 Run 15:C2;P2;T1 ;D1 Run 23:C3;P2;T1 ;D2 Run 31 :C4;P2;T1 ;D1 
Run 8:C1 ;P2;T2;D2 Run 16:C2;P2;T2;D1 Run 24:C3;P2;T2;D2 Run 32:C4;P2;T2;D1 
Table 1 
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pulp. The steaming curves (Figures 2, 3, 4, & 5) indicate the 
times at which the vessel remained at certain pressures. 
Cook Diagram For Masonite Gun 
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Figure 2 
Cook Diagram For Masonite Gun 
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Cook Diagram For Masonite Gun 
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Once the cook time had elapsed the valve at the base of the 
digester was opened and the paper exploded into atmospheric 
pressure. The explosion removed the paper from the digester 
and conveyed it over to a cyclone separator where the finished 
pulp was collected and steam vented off. 
MORTON SLUSH MAKER PULPING 
The shred paper was also pulped using a Morton Slush 
Maker to simulate conventional hydra-pulping. The highest 
running capability of the slush maker is 6% consistency and 
this is what the machine ran at for all of the trials. The 
water was first added and heated by steam to 115 °F. The steam 
was then shut off and the chemicals were added to yield the 
same concentrations as for the steam-explosion. Finally the 
paper was added and the slush maker closed. The slush maker 
was run for 10 minutes for each run after which the pulp was 
removed. The temperature had risen to approximately 120 °F for 
all the trials by the time it was removed. During the removal 
of the pulp there was extra water used that diluted the pulp, 
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but the entire pulping took place at 6% consistency. In 
conventional pulping the residence time is set to a certain 
value that yields the desirable pulp as is the temperature. 
This reasoning is what lead to the decision to run the slush 
maker at 115 °F and for 10 minutes. The only variables used in 
the slush maker pulping were chemical and dispersant. The 
trials were done in an 8 run layout such that there were 2 
runs at each chemical level and 4 runs with and without 
dispersant. 
TESTING 
The pulp produced was tested using brightness and image 
analysis to determine the extent of pulp contamination by 
toner. Image analysis has potential for measuring 
contaminants in recycled wastepaper pulp more accurately, more 
reproducably, and more easily than conventional visual 
methods6 • Image analysis can give toner particle size and 
distribution, but the image analysis cannot judge how this 
amount of toner will affect the pulp appearances. The eye 
cannot see particles below 50 microns, but these still affect 
the brightness and therefore are accounted for by the use of 
brightness as a measurement. There were two brightness pads 
and two image analysis pads made for each run. From these 
pads a total of 30 image fields and 10 brightness fields were 
examined. 
Brightness 
Single gram Buechner Funnel pads were made for the 
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brightness pads. The Buechner funnel was used to insure that 
very little toner amount was lost in the dilution water. The 
pads were wet pressed in order to yield a constant density for 
the test and dried using a felt wrapped can drier. 
Image Analysis 
For the image analysis the pulp was diluted to .2% 
consistency. The diluted pulp was constantly agitated, even 
when sampling, in order to keep toner particles well mixed. 
Half of a milliliter of the diluted pulp was used to make the 
image analysis pad. The pad was drawn down onto a millipore 
filter pad. The pad gave a white background and the contrast 
necessary for the image analysis hardware. This pad was then 
examined under a microscope by a computer. The computer 
measured the area of the toner particles by the 
differentiation of their color. For this paper the only 
particles considered were the particles 50 microns and under. 
Though these particles only made up about 15-20% of the total 
toner area, the particles larger than 50 microns can be 
removed by screening, washing or floatation and therefor were 
not the main concern. 
Statistical Analysis 
For the analysis of the data, two types of statistical 
designs were examined. The first statistical method for 
analysis is the Plackett-Burman design. The advantage of the 
Plackett-Burman designs is the limited number of runs needed 
to evaluate large numbers of factors. The disadvantages of 
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Plackett-Burman designs are tied to the assumptions required 
to evaluate up to (n-1) factors in (n) runs. The assumptions 
are that interactions are not strong enough to mask main 
effects and quadratic effects are closely related to the 
linear effects. The possibility of interaction effects is the 
reason a full factorial design was chosen. Full factorial 
designs are orthogonal (vertically balanced) and allow for all 
interactions and all main factors to be evaluated7 •
RESULTS 
The testing for pulp brightness and toner particle size 
was performed over a three month period. The values obtained 
from the brightness and image analysis tests were laid out in 
correlation tables for statistical analysis. The tables are 
located in Appendix A. 
Raw data from the image analysis testing is located in 
Appendix B. The raw data also includes histogram plots of the 
average particle area versus particle count. Appendix c
contains the raw data from the brightness computer. 
The runs that had no chemical addition showed brightness 
in the range of 68.95 to 79.47, and they had average toner 
particle size in the range of 14.25 to 20.84 microns. Pulp 
that was created using 2% sodium hydroxide had brightness 
ranging from 72.69 to 79.16 and average toner particle sizes 
between 15.04 to 19.47 microns. This indicates that the 
sodium hydroxide reduced the toner particle size. Sodium 
sulphite pulp, where 2% of sodium sulphite was added, showed 
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brightness ranging from 75.9 to 82.15 and average toner 
particle size in the range of 15.59 to 21.36 microns. The 
sodium sulphite improved the brightness of the pulp as 
expected. The final runs that used a combination of 2% sodium 
hydroxide and 2% sodium sulphite had brightness that ranged 
from 77.89 to 81.01. These combination runs also showed a 
range of 11.4 to 19.73 microns for the average toner particle 
size. The fact that the toner particle size was reduced and 
the brightness was increased indicated that the sodium 
sulphite and the sodium hydroxide can be used in conjunction 




The pulp made using both methods were completely pulped; 
there were no fiber bundles left when it was diluted for the 
image analysis trials. The steam-explosion pulp showed an 
interesting property in the action of the toner in the pulp. 
When the steam-explosion pulp was diluted to .2% consistency 
the toner immediately rose to the surface to the pulp and 
migrated toward the walls of the beaker. The magnetic stirrer 
had to be set as high as possible, without splashing, just to 
bring the toner particles back into the suspension so a sample 
could be taken. This also occurred in the making of the 
Buechner Funnel pads and made it hard to exactly judge the 
toner's influence on brightness. This effect occurred 
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slightly in the slush maker runs that had dispersant in them. 
The image analysis showed one other notable thing that the 
toner did during steam-explosion. The image analysis pads for 
the slush maker contained fibers that evidently still had 
toner attached to them, where in the steam-explosion pulp the 
toner was never attached to the individual fibers. The steam­
explosion image analysis also showed what seemed to be toner 
particles that had agglomerated thus making larger particles. 
In a visual inspection through the microscope the steam­
explosion seemed to remove the toner from the fibers 
completely. 
COMPARISON 
The simulation of conventional hydra-pulping with the use 
of a Morton Slush Maker resulted in data that looked favorable 
for the process of steam-explosion. Though the data for the 
slush maker was not used for its statistical significance, it 
could still be used for the comparison with steam-explosion 
data. The chemical free slush maker pulp had a higher 
brightness than steam-explosion, and image analysis results 
showed that steam-explosion had smaller toner particles. This 
shows that steam-explosion breaks up the toner into smaller 
particles and henceforth there are more of them. The increase 
in toner particles is what decreases the steam-explosion 
brightness. This trend follows for the sodium hydroxide where 
the slush maker again had the higher brightness and larger 
toner particles. For the sodium sulphite the reverse of the 
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trend is true, where the steam-explosion had the higher 
brightness and the slush maker had the lower toner particle 
size. This still follows the same explanation for the 
chemical free, but also the sodium sulphite has the 
possibility of being more effective at the high temperature of 
steam-explosion. The use of both sodium hydroxide and sodium 
sulphite produce a different result where the steam-explosion 
had the smaller toner particle size and the higher brightness. 
The cause of this is attributed to the purpose of the 
chemicals used and the probability that they are more 
effective at higher temperatures. The sodium hydroxide broke 
up the toner to a further extent in the steam-explosion, but 
the sodium sulphite was present to combat the brightness 
reduction caused by the sodium hydroxide reaction and the 
resulting brightness was higher than the slush maker 
brightness. 
STEAM-EXPLOSION 
The results from the steam-explosion runs with chemical 
free level are considered to be the control runs for the 
entire experiment, and therefore the other chemical runs are 
compared to the chemical free runs. For the area of image 
analysis, the sodium hydroxide needed an effect to be 1.75 or 
greater to be statistically significant. The interaction of 
time, pressure, and dispersant had an effect of -2.01 which 
indicates that the interaction significantly affected the 
toner particle size. 
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The sodium hydroxide brightness values yielded effects for all 
variables, main variables and interactions, which were 
significant due to the low standard of deviation of the 
brightness values. The sodium hydroxide effects are shown in 
Figures 6 & 7. The three highest effects-were time, pressure, 
and the interaction of time and pressure. The effect for time 
indicated that the brightness increases for a decrease in 
time, and this was also the trend for pressure. The 
interaction effect just indicates the fact that these two 
variables combined also affect the brightness. The image 
analysis results for the sodium sulphite indicated again that 
the effect for the interaction of time, pressure and 
dispersant was significant, but also the interaction between 
time and dispersant alone affected the toner particle size. 
Sodium sulphite brightness values had a majority of 
significant effects, but the interaction of time, pressure and 
dispersant was not one of these. The effects for sodium 
sulphite are shown in Figures 8 & 9. This is expected because 
as particle size decreases, previously indicated by the image 
analysis values, the number of particles increases and this 
will decrease brightness. The highest effects of the sodium 
sulphite brightness were chemical, the interaction of time and 
pressure, and the interaction of chemical, time, and 
dispersant, in order from largest to smallest. The sodium 
sulphite, chemical, effect was definitely a desired effect, 
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explosion conditions used in these trials. Finally, the 
combination of both chemicals indicated pressure as a 
significant effect with the lower pressure yielding smaller 
toner particles. The interaction of time and chemical also 
was a significant effect. The combination. of both chemicals 
significantly improved the brightness, but the interactions of 
time and pressure, and of chemical and pressure were also 
significant. The effects of both chemicals are shown in 
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The use of steam-explosion on laser and Xerox printed 
paper removes the toner from the cellulose fibers and thus 
allows the toner to be dispersed in the pulp suspension. 
Steam-explosion also has an effect on the toner that causes it 
to migrate to the pulp surface. The use of sodium hydroxide 
causes a reduction in toner particle size and sodium sulphite 
increases the pulp brightness. When sodium hydroxide and 
sodium sulphite are used together their individual effects are 
both realized. The process of steam-explosion is a possible 
alternative to conventional processes of pulping. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Further research should be done to determine the effect 
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that steam-explosion has on strength properties made with the 
steam-explosion pulp, and the effect that steam-explosion has 
on the fiber morphology. Steam-explosion should also be 
examined for a wider variety of paper grades or mixtures of 
grades. Finally, research should be made -on steam-explosion 
under continuous conditions. 
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APPENDIX A 
Standard Deviation Calculations for Brightness 
NaOH Na2SO3 NaOH & Na2SO3 
Trial Value 1 Value 2 S""2 Trial Value 1 Value2 S"'2 Trial Value 1 Value2 S""2 
1 78.07 78.85 0.30 1 78.07 78.85 0.30 1 78.07 78.85 0.30 
2 77.25 77.68 0.09 2 77.25 77.68 0.09 2 77.25 77.68 0.09 
3 79.45 79.49 0.00 3 79.45 79.49 0.00 3 79.45 79.49 0.00 
4 68.67 69.23 0.16 4 68.67 69.23 0.16 4 68.67 69.23 0.16 
5 74.26 74.21 0.00 5 74.26 74.21 0.00 5 74.26 74.21 0.00 
6 76.72 77.40 0.23 6 76.72 77.40 0.23 6 76.72 n.40 0.23 
7 72.45 72.78 0.05 7 72.45 72.78 0.05 7 72.45 72.78 0.05 
8 70.76 71.24 0.11 8 70.76 71.24 0.11 8 70.76 71.24 0.11 
9 74.80 74.87 0.00 17 81.07 81.27 0.02 25 77.57 78.21 0.20 
10 74.85 75.18 0.06 18 82.04 82.26 0.02 26 77.78 78.00 0.02 
11 75.93 76.31 0.07 19 81.67 82.26 0.17 27 79.56 80.53 0.47 
12 73.64 73.87 0.03 20 76.13 76.35 0.02 28 77.78 78.11 0.05 
13 79.30 79.01 0.04 21 75.75 76.05 0.04 29 79.88 80:19 0.05 
14 78.23 78.63 0.08 22 77.61 78.09 0.11 30 80.64 80.97 0.05 
15 75.76 75.82 0.00 23 79.70 79.71 0.00 31 81.27 80.76 0.13 
16 73.14 72.24 0.41 24 78.18 78.16 0.00 32 78.88 78.49 0.08 
1.65 1.35 2.01 
S""2 Pooled 0.10 S"'2 Pooled 0.08 S"'2 Pooled 0.13 
S Pooled= 0.32 S Pooled= 0.29 S Pooled= 0.35 
Significance= 0.33 Significance= 0.30 Significance= 0.37 
99% Confidence 99% Confidence 99% Confidence 
M1 75.20 76.50 0.84 M1 75.20 76.50 0.84 M1 75.20 76.50 0.84 
M2 81.03 81.09 0.00 M2 81.03 81.09 0.00 M2 81.03 81.09 0.00 
M3 78.76 79.18 0.09 MS 75.20 74.51 0.23 M7 76.51 76.17 0.06 
M4 74.66 74.59 0.00 M6 73.77 74.09 0.05 MB 77.31 77.33 0.00 
0.94 1.13 0.90 
S""2 Pooled 0.23 S"'-2 Pooled 0.28 S
""2 Pooled 0.23 
S Pooled= 0.48 S Pooled= 0.53 S Pooled= 0.48 
Significance= 0.73 Significance= 0.80 Significance= 0.72 
Factor Effect on Pulp Brightness 
NaOH Trials 
Trial Mean Chemical nme Interaction Pressure Interaction Interaction Dispersant Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Avg. Area 
X1 X2 X1X2 X3 X1X3 X2X3 X4 X1X4 X2X4 X3X4 X1X2X3 X1X2X4 X1X3X4 X2X3X4 X1X2X3X4 y 
+ + + + + + + + 78.46 
2 + + + + + + + + 77.46 
3 + + + + + + + + 79.47 
4 + + + + + + + + 68.95 
5 + + + + + + + + 74.24 
6 + + + + + + + + 77.06 
7 + + + + + + + + 72.62 
8 + + + + + + + + 71.00 
9 + + + + + + + + 74.83 
10 + + + + + + + + 75.02 
11 + + + + + + + + 76.12 
12 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 73.77 
13 + + + + + + + + 79.16 
14 + + + + + + + + 78.43 
15 + + + + + + + + 75.79 
16 + + + + + + + + 72.69 
Sum+ 1205.07 605.81 594.38 604.7 590.41 605.!59 593.1 594.66 604.08 609.73 607.02 607.08 597.01 607.2 604.99 599.91 
Sum- 0.00 599.26 610.69 600.37 614.66 599.48 811.97 610.41 600.99 595.34 598.05 598.01 608.06 597.87 600.08 605.18 
Total Sum 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 1205.07 
Difference 1205.07 6.55 -16.31 4.33 -24.25 6.11 -18.87 -15.75 3.09 14.39 8.97 9.05 -11.05 9.33 4.91 -5.25 
Effect 75.32 0.82 -2.04 0.54 -3.03 0.715 -2.36 -1.97 0.39 1.60 1.12 1.13 -1.38 1.17 0.61 -0.66 
Trial Mean Chemical Dispersant Interaction Avg. Area 
Z1 Z2 Z1Z2 w 
M1 + + 75.84 
M:2 + + 81.06 
M3 + + 78.97 
M4 + + + + 74.63 
Sum+ 310.50 153.60 155.69 150.47 
Sum- 0.00 156.90 154.81 160.03 
Total Sum 310.5 310.5 310.5 310.5 
Difference 310.50 -3.30 0.88 -9.56 
Effect 77.83 -1.65 0.44 -4.78 
+ 
Chemical None Both 
Time 2Min. 4 Min. 
Pressure 200PSIG 400 PSIG 
Dispersant Absent Present 
Factor Effect on Pulp Brightness 
Na2S03 Trlals 
Trial Mean Chemical Time Interaction Pressure Interaction Interaction Dispersant Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Avg. Area 
XI X2 X1X2 X3 X1X3 X2X3 X4 X1X4 X2X4 X3X4 X1X2X3 X1X2X4 X1X3X.ol X2X3X4 X1X2X3X4 -v
+ + + + + + + + 7'8.48 
2 + + + + + + + + n.,w, 
3 + + + + + + + + 7'9.47 
4 + + + + + + + + 66.95 
5 + + + + + + + + 7'.ol.24 
a + + + + + + + + TT.06 
7 + + + + + + + + 7-2.82 
8 + + + + + + + + 71.00 
17 + + + + + + + + 81.17 
18 + + + + + + + + 82.f5 
111 + + + + + + + + 81.116 
20 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 7'6.24 
21 + + + + + + + + 7'5.90 
22 + + + + + + + + n.as
23 + + + + + + + + 7'9. 71 
24 + + + + + + + + 78.17 
Sum+ 1232.41 833.15 608.88 819.2 608.12 823.3 60.ol.13 61�.44 625.68 619.99 611.49 618.09 807.27 811.67 617.14 612.08 
Sum- 0.00 599.26 623.53 613.21 624.29 809.11 628.28 615.97 !!06.56 812.42 620.92 614.32 625.14 620.74 615.27 620.35 
Total Sum 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 1232.41 
Difference 1232.41 33.89 -14.65 5,99 -16.17 14.19 -24.15 0.47 19.31 7.57 �-43 3.77 -17.87 -9.07 1.87 -8.29 
Effect 77.03 4.24 -1.83 0.75 -2.02 1.77 -3.02 0.06 2.41 0.96 -1.18 0.47 -2.23 -1.13 0.23 -1.04 
Trial Mean Chemical Dispersant Interaction Avg. Area 
Z1 Z2 Z1Z2 w 
Ml + + 75.84 
M2 + + 81.06 
MS + + 74.85 
Me + + + + 73.93 
Sum+ 305.68 148.78 154.99 149.77 
Sum- 0.00 156.90 150.69 155.91 
Total Sum 305.88 305.68 305.68 305.68 
Diff--.ce 305.68 -8.12 4.30 -8.14 
Effect 76.42 -4.06 2.15 -3.07 
+ 
Chemical None Both 
Time 2Min. 4 Min. 
Pressure 200 PSIG 400 PSIG 
Dlsp--,t Absent Present 
Factor Effect on Pulp Brightness 
NaOH & Na2S03 Trials
Trial Mean Chemical nma Interaction Pressure Interaction lnteracticn Dispersant Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Avg. Area 
X1 X2 X1X2 X3 X1X3 X2X3 X4 X1X4 X2X4 X3X4 X1X2X3 X1X2X4 X1X3X4 X2X3X4 X1X2X3X4 V 
1 + + + + + + + + 78.46 
2 + + + + + + + + 77.46 
3 + + + + + + + + 79.47 
4 + + + + + + + + 68.QS 
5 + + + + + + + + 7<1.24 
6 + + + + + + + + 77.06 
7 + + + + + + + + 72.62 
8 + + + + + + + + 71.00 
25 + + + + + + + + 77.89 
26 + + + + + + + + 77.89 
27 + + + + + + + + BO.OS 
28 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 77.95 
29 + + + + + + + + 80.04 
30 + + + + + + + + 80.80 
31 + + + + + + + + 81.01 
32 + + + + + + + + 78.68 
Sum+ 1233.57 634.31 609.79 620.11 609.73 624.91 607.21 608.70 618.12 622.88 618.38 621.17 610.16 618.56 619.82 614.7<1 
Sum- 0.00 599.26 623.78 613.46 623.84 608.66 626.3e 624.87 615.45 610.69 615.19 612.4 623.41 615.01 613.75 618.63 
Total Sum 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.67 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 1233.57 
Difference 1233.57 35.05 -13.99 6.65 -14.11 16.25 -19.15 -16.17 2.67 12.19 3.19 8.77 -13.25 3.55 6.07 -4.09 
Effect 77.10 4.38 -1.75 0.83 -1.76 2.03 -2.39 -2.02 0.33 1.52 0.40 1.10 -1.66 0.44 0.76 -0.51 
Trial Mean Chemical Dispersant Interaction Avg. Area. 
Z1 22 Z1Z2 w 
M1 + + 75.84 
M2 + + 81.06 
M7 + + 711.34 
MS + + + + 7732 
Sum+ 310.56 153.66 158.38 153.16 
Sum- 0.00 156.90 152.18 157.4 
Total Sum 310.56 310.56 310.56 310.56 
Difference 310.56 -3.24 6.20 ◄.24 
Effect 77.64 -1.62 3.10 -2.12 
+ 
Chemical None Both 
Time 2 Min. 4 Min. 
Pressure 200 PSIG 400PSIG 
Dispersant Absent Present 
Standard Deviation Calculations for Image Analysis 
NaOH Na2SO3 NaOH & Na2SO3 
Trial Value 1 Value 2 S" 2 Trial Value 1 Value 2 S" 2 Trial Value 1 Value 2 S"2 
1 19.34 15.36 7.92 1 19.34 15.36 7.92 1 19.34 15.36 7.92 
2 13.65 14.85 0.72 2 13.65 14.85 0.72 2 13.65 14.85 0.72 
3 18.53 14.09 9.86 3 18.53 14.09 9.86 3 18.53 14.09 9.86 
4 20.28 17.75 3.20 4 20.28 17.75 3.20 4 20.28 17.75 3.20 
5 18.47 18.54 0.00 5 18.47 18.54 0.00 5 18.47 18.54 0.00 
6 17.07 17.43 0.06 6 17.07 17.43 0.06 6 17.07 17.43 0.06 
7 21.02 20.66 0.06 7 21.02 20.66 0.06 7 21.02 20.66 0.06 
8 15.89 15.50 0.08 8 15.89 15.50 0.08 8 15.89 15.50 0.08 
9 13.97 17.18 5.15 17 17.12 15.12 2.00 25 11.32 11.48 0.01 
10 16.84 17.36 0.14 18 21.53 16.08 14.85 26 15.37 17.67 2.65 
11 19.80 19.14 0.22 19 21.61 21.10 0.13 27 20.71 15.68 12.65 
12 19.97 10.10 48.71 20 14.09 17.08 4.47 28 20.50 18.95 1.20 
13 14.60 21.n 25.70 21 18.35 18.69 0.06 29 14.76 15.63 0.38 
14 16.58 17.76 0.70 22 18.18 18.32 0.01 30 20.54 12.81 29.88 
15 20.91 13.65 26.35 23 15.15 19.52 9.55 31 22.76 8.90 96.05 
16 16.88 16.51 0.07 24 18.75 22.n 8.08 32 16.65 20.26 6.52 
128.94 61.05 171.24 
S" 2 Pooled= 8.06 S" 2 Pooled= 3.82 S" 2 Pooled= 10.70 
S Pooled= 2.84 S Pooled= 1.95 S Pooled= 3.27 
Significance= 1.75 Significance= 1.21 Significance= 2.02 
90% Confidence 90% Confidence 90% Confidence 
M1 27.43 13.59 95.n M1 27.43 13.59 95.77 M1 27.43 13.59 95.n
M2 21.82 14.03 30.34 M2 21.82 14.03 30.34 M2 21.82 14.03 30.34 
M3 17.86 22.96 13.01 M5 17.03 22.50 14.96 M7 14.60 15.16 0.16 
M4 18.48 24.11 15.85 M6 14.64 12.87 1.57 MB 16.65 17.43 0.30 
154.97 142.64 126.58 
S " 2 Pooled= 38.74 S" 2 Pooled= 35.66 S"2 Pooled= 31.64 
S Pooled= 6.22 S Pooled= 5.97 S Pooled= 5.63 
Significance= 9.38 Significance= 9.00 Significance= 8.48 
90% Confidence 90% Confidence 90"/4 Confidence 
Factor Effect on Toner Particle Size 
NaOH Trials 
Trial Mean Chanicm Time lntwaction IPressure Interaction Interaction, Dispersant Interaction Interaction fnteractia, . Interaction lnteracti<ln Interaction Interaction Interaction Avg. Area 
XI Xl! X1X2 X3 X1X3 X2X3 X4 X1X4 X2X4 X8X4 XIX2X3 X1X2X4 X1X3X4 X2X3X4 X1X2X3X4 y 
I + + + + + + + + 17.35 
2 + + + + + + + + 14.25 
3 + + + + + + + + 18.31 
4 + + + + + + + + 19.02 
5 + + + + + + + + 18.51 
6 + + + + * + + + 11.25 
7 + + + ·+ + + + + 20.84 
8 + + + + + * + + 15.70 
g + + + + + + + + 15.58 
10 + + + + + + + + 17.10 
'11 + + + + ·+ + + + 19.47 
·12 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 15.04 
13 + + + + + + + + 18.19 
·14 + + + + + + + + 11.17 
15 + + + + + + + + 11.28 
·16 + + + + + + + + 16.70 
Sum+ 275.73 136.51 132.21 1$9.006 140 .. 34 135.835 136.055 139.47 134.105 134.205 131.9Ql5 134.14 140.:21 140.94 129.82 139.52 
Sum- 0.00 139.22 143.52 136.72 f35 ..39 139.89 139.87 138.26 1411.82 141.52 137.73 141.565 135.515 134.7115 145.905 136.21 
Total Sum 275-725 275.725 275.725 275.725 275.125 275.725 275.m 275. 725 275.725 275.725 275.725 275.725 275.1.25 275.725 275.725 275.725 
Oiflera,ce 275.73 -2.70 ·11.31 2.28 4.95 -4.06 -3.82' 3.22 -7.51 -7.31 0.26 -7.45 -4.69 8.16 -16.08 3.31 
Effecl 17.23 -0.34 ·1.41 0.29 0 .  62 -0.51 --0.45 0.40 -0.94 --0.91 0.03 --0.93 •0.59 0.77 -2.01 0.41 
Trial Mean Chemical !Dispersant lntwactioo -'"'9· Area 
z, .Z2 Z1Z2 w 
Ml + + 20.51 
M2 + + 17.93 
M3 + + 20.4'1 
M4 + + + + 21.30 
Sum+ 80.14 41.71 39.22 -41.805 
Sum- 0.00 38.44 40.92 38.335 
TotafSum 80.14 80.14 80.14 80.14 
Difference 80.14 3.:27 •1.70 3.41 
Effecf 20.04 Ul3 -0.85 1.74 
+ 
Chemical None 8o1h 
Time 2 Min. 4 Min. 
Pr�re 200 P8'G 400 PSI() 
Oi�t Ab9011.! Present 
AloWa!Je Area in Micron,. 
Factor Effect on Toner Particle Size 
Na2S03 Trials 
Trial Mean Chetnical Time Interaction Pressure Interaction lnte.-action Dispersant Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Avg. Area 
X1 X2 X1X2 X3 X1X3 X2X3 X4 X1X4 X2X4 X3X4 X1X2X3 X1X2X4 X1X3X4 X2X3X4 X1X2X3X4 y 
1 + + + + + + + + 17.35 
2 + + + + + + + + 14.25 
3 + + + + + + + + 16.31 
4 + + + + + + + + 19.02 
5 + + + + + + + + 18.51 
6 + + + + + + + + 17.25 
7 + + + + + + + + 20.84 
8 + + + + + + + + 15.70 
17 + + + + + + + + 16.12 
18 + + + + + + + + 18.81 
19 + + + + + + + + 21.36 
20 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 15.59 
21 + + + + + + + + 18.52 
22 + + + + + + + + 18.25 
23 + + + + + + + + 17.34 
24 + + + + + + + + 20.76 
Sum+ 285.95 146.73 139.61 146.405 146.90 142.39 141.55 144.16 138.79 136.85 141.845 139.635 142.855 144.79 132.05 141.7!5 
Sum- 0.00 139.22 146.34 1311.54 139.05 143.555 144.395 141.79 147.155 149.095 144.1 146.31 143.09 141.155 153.895 144.20 
Total Sum 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 286.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 285.945 
Difference 285.95 7.52 -a.73 6.86 7.84 -1.17 -2.84 2.38 -8.37 -12.24 -2.25 -a.68 -0.23 3.63 -21.85 •2.48 
Effect 17.87 0.94 --0.84 0.86 0.98 --0.15 --0.36 0.30 ·1.05 -1.53 --0.28 -0.83 -0.03 0.45 -2.73 ·0.31 
Trial Mean Chemical Dispersant Interaction Avg. Area 
Z1 Z2 Z1Z2 w 
M1 + + 20.51 
M2 + + 17.93 
MS + + 1e.n 
M6 + + + + 13.78 
Sum+ 71.96 33.52 31.68 34.265 
Sum- 0.00 38.44 40.28 37.69 
TOia! Sum 71.955 71.966 71.955 71.955 
Difference 7U16 -4.92 -a.60 -3.43 
Effect 17.99 -2.48 -4.30 -1.71 
+ 
Chemical None Both 
Time 2 Min. 4 Min. 
Pressure 200 PSIG 400 PSIG 
Dispersant Absent Present 
Average Area in Microns. 
Factor Eff&ct on Toner Particle Size 
NaOH & Na2S03 Trials 
Trial Mean Chemical Time Interaction Pressure Interaction Interaction Disperst1nt Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction Avg. Area 
X1 X2 X1X2 X3 X1X3 X2X3 X4 X1X4 X2X4 X3X4 X1X2X3 X1X2X4 X1X3X4 X2X3X4 X1X2X3X4 y 
1 + + + + + + + + 17.35 
2 + + + + + + + + 14.25 
3 + + + + + + + + 16.31 
4 + + + + + + + + 19.02 
5 + + + + + + + + 18.51 
6 + + + + + + + + 17.25 
7 + + + + + + + + 20.84 
8 + + + + + + + + 15.70 
25 + + + + + + + + 11.40 
26 + + + + + + + + 16.52 
27 + + + + + + + + 18.20 
28 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 19.73 
29 + + + + + + + + 15.20 
30 + + + + + + + + 16,68 
31 + + + + + + + + 15.83 
32 + + + + + + + + 18.46 
Sum+ 271.21 132.00 137.59 144.38 144.07 139.56 135.34 138.13 132.765 133.875 137.925 133.425 139.88 140.87 128.39 138.09 
Sum- 0.00 139.22 133.63 126.83 127.15 131.65 135.87 133.08 138.445 137.335 133.285 137.785 131.33 130.34 142.82 133.13 
Total Sum 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 271.21 
Difference 271.21 -7.22 3.96 17.55 16.92 7.91 -0.53 5.05 -5.68 -3.46 4.64 -4.36 8.55 10.53 -14.43 4.96 
Effect 16.95 -0.90 0.49 2.19 2.12 0.99 -0.07 0.63 -0.71 -0.43 0.58 -0.54 1.07 1.32 -1.80 0.62 
Trial Mean Chemical Dispersant ln1eraction Avg. Area 
Z1 Z2 Z1Z2 w 
"11 + + 20.51 
M2 + + 17.93 
M7 + + 14.88 
MB + + + + 17.04 
Sum+ 70.36 31.92 34.97 37.55 
Sum- 0.00 38.44 35.39 32.805 
Total Sum 70.355 70.355 70.355 70.355 
Difference 70.36 -6.52 -0.42 4.75 
Effect 17.59 -3.26 -0.21 2.37 
+ 
Chemical None Both 
Time 2Mln. 4Min. 
Pressure 200 PSIG 400 PSIG 
Dispersant Absent Present 
Average Area in Microns. 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISElXl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 l
3) Median ( µm 2 )
4) Mode ( µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Tota) Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected




( µm 2 l 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE1X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 )
3) Median (µm 2 l
4 l Mode ( µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected




( µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE2Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 )
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 l 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE2X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm2 ) 
3) Median (µm2 ) 
4 ) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected













TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE3Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median ( µm2 ) 
4) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected













TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE3X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4 ) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µm2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGR.��1 OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE4Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4 ) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGR.��1 OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE4X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4 ) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µm 2 ) 
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TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGR.:\..'! OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE5Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 l
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected
8) Minimum Area detected
9) Standard Deviation
Positive!� Skewed 
18 .. p 
( µm 2 ) 
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TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM Of P�RTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE5X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode ( µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2)
7) Maximum Area detected




( µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISP[RSION HISTOGRAM OF =�RTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinki�g : �-ticles 
Paper ID : ISE6Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Ar·ithmetic Mean (µ111 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µrn 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Tot3l Areas (µrn 1 )
7) Maximum Arsa detect2j
3) Miniinum A�·,23 d<7t.ectf.:d
9 ) S t 3 n .j cl r lJ () e •f i =! '. j •J i'l 
Posit1v2 11 :-ewed 
( µ m 2 ) 
(µm i ) 
1 7 , 
.... -
' . � 
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-
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L • .i.. 
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TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM o� =!�TICLCS 
8:3-:;ed on No. of Before Deinkin,; =::·:icle-: 
Paper ID : ISE6X2 
1) N3ture of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) iVi2dian (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (pm 2 ) 
S) Number Of Part,cles
6) Total Areas (µm 1 )
7) Maximum Area detected
8) Minimum Area detecteJ
9) Standar·d Qevialion
Posit\v�1, :- 2wed 
1 7 . �: 
( 11 m' ) 
(pm � ) 
f 
" -
"") ' 4 
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TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE7Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 
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TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE7X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
]) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areds (µm 2 ) 
7) M�ximum Area detected










4 9 4 9 
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TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
BaseJ on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE8Xl 
11 Nature of Di,3persion 
t' .1 A r i t h m e t i c i'1 e a n ( � m 2 )
3) Medidn (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (pm")
5) Number Of Particl�s
6) Total Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected











TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE8X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maxrmum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 







11 . 7 5 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE9Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles









Maximum Area detected (µm 2 ) 





Stancla;- d DeviJtio,1 l4.36 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnkiny Particle� 
Paper ID : ISE9X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn')
J) Median (pm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
S) Number Of Particles
() Total Areas (µm 1 ) 
7 ) M a :< i m c! rn A 1· e a d e t e c t e d 
8) Minimum Area detected












TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISElOXl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Tota� Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 )








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE10X2 
1) Nature of D�spersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn')
J) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) M0de (µm 2 ) 
S ) N ,J m t, e ;- 0 f P a r t i •: 1 e s 
6 ) T o t a 1 A r e a s ( µ m 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected
8 ) M i n i mum ,"', r· �; d de 1. e ,: t ",_, 







(µm 1 ) 4S. 4 ? 
t: �l ·n ;: ! 2 • 7 s
15.11 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
8ds�d on No. of Before Deln�ing Particles 
Paper ID : ISE11X1 
1 ) N a t u r '=' o f D i -� p e r· s i o n 
2) Ar·lthmetic M;�dn (pm 2 ) 
3) Median (p111 1 ) 
4) Mode (µm "' )
5 ) N u m b e r O f P a ,· t i c 1 e ·=·











8) Minimum Area detected (µ111 2 )
9) Standard (lc''ii c1t;c,n 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : 1SE11X2 
1' Nature of Dispersion 
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn')
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µrn 2 ) 
S) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Max i'm um A re a de t e ct e d








(µm 2 ) 49.49 
(µm 2 ) 2.75 
lJ.41 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM 0� PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Oeinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE12X1 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areds (µm 2 )
7) Max\mum Area detected
8 ) M i n i m ,_1 m A ( e a d 2 t e c '- •= J
9 ) S t a n rJ a r d c-, -::' v ; :i t i ,:, n
Po::.1ti•,iel,; Ske 1tied 
19.97 
(;Jm ? ) 






7 07- 'u .' 
11.99 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
B a s e d ') n N o . o f B e f o r e D e I n k 1 :1 g P a r- t. i c 1 e s 
Paµer· ID : ISE12X2 
1) �latur-e of Disper·sion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm")
4) Mode (µm 2 :1 
5) Number Of Particle;,
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected
8 ) M i n i m u �1 t1 r e c-i d e t e c t e d 
9 ) S t a n d a 1· d I) e -1 i ::1 t i c, n 







p 111 '.l) 2 . 8 7 
�3 . 2 0 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE13X1 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE13X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE14Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm�)
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µrn 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected













TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinklng Particles 
Paper ID : ISE14X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2) 
J) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5 ) N 1.J rn b e r O f P a r t 1 c 1 e s
6) Tota) Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected








(µm 2 ) 48.80 
(µm 2 ) 2.87 
15.47 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISElSXl 
1) Nature of Oispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm >- )
3 ) M e d i a n ( µ m 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2) 
S ) N 1_1 m b e r O f P 3 r t i c 1 e ': 
6) Total Areas (µm 1 )
7) Maxirn11m Area det2cted
B) Minimum .Area di:'t.e-�t.ed








.:.�,m i ) 2.87 
13.11 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTIC�ES 
Based on No. 0f Before Delnking Particl�s 
Pap2r TD : ISE15X2 
1 ) N a t u 1· e o f D i •3 p e ;· s i o n 
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm')
4) Mode (µn1 2 )
5) Number OF Particle�
6) Total Areas (µm 1 )
7) Ma)<imum Are:1 detected








pm ? ) J?.32 
µm 1 ) 2.87 
10,68 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE16Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
8a5ed on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE16X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic i�ean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm")
5) Number Of Par·ticles
6) Total Areas (µrn')
7) Ma�lrnum Area detected
8) Minimum Ar,,:c1 d.;:�ect�0 d
9 ) S t ::i n ,j a .- d C· e 1 ; � t i ,; •·�
Positively Skewed 
16.51 
( p ni ,) )








TACLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before neinking Particles 
Paper ID : [S[l7X1 
1) Ndture of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2 )
3) Median (µm 1 )
4) Mod": (µm-�)
5 ) N u m b e r· 0 f P a r t i c 1 e s
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected 






(pm 2 ) 48.80 
8 ;. M i n i m u 111 A ;- e . .': d e +: e c t e J ( µ m 
2 ) ':• ,., 7 .:._ ,  0 I 
9) Standard Deviation 12. 17
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE17X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm')
4) Mode (µm 2)
S) Number Of Par·t icl es
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m z ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking P3rticles 
Paper IO '. ISE18Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Ar1thmetic Mean (pm')
3) Median (µm 1) 
4) Mode (pm')
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected








: ;_Jill ) �, 48,80 
I� �' 111 1 ) 2 . 8 7 
15.96 
TABLE ? : DISPERS[ON HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
e.a,3eJ on No. of Before D2Inl<;n,J P:irticles 
Paper ID : ISE18X2 
1 ) Nat u ;· e of D i s p e r· s i on 
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µrn')
4) Mode (µm 2) 
S) N 1...1rnber Of Particle'.-:: 
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Ared detected
3) Minim�m Area detected
9 ) St an ri ,:! ,· u Dev i <➔ t ·, ,:, n 
Positively Skew2� 
16.08 
( (I t1l 2 ) 







11 . 8 S 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM or- PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE19Xl 
1) N�ture of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm ? )
3) Med'1an (µm 2) 
4) Mude (µm 2) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2)
7) Maximum Area detected








(µm 2) 48.80 
(µm�) 2.8·7 
14.20 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinklng Particles 
Paper ID : ISE19X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2) 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4 ) M •J d e ( µ m 2 )
S) Number Of Pdrticles
6) T,Jtal .�reas (µm")
7) Maximum Area d�tected
8 ) M i n i rn 1.1 m A r· '= a d e t .2 c t e ,J 
9) Standcirj Devi at iJn
Positively Skewed 
21.10 
( iJ 111 " _·1 








T A S L E 2 : D I S P E R S I O �1 '! I :, T O G RA � 0 F P A P T I C L [ 3 
B a s e d o n N ,J • rJ ( B e f •) r· e D e I , , !< ; n g P a ;· t i •= 1 e ·3
Paper ID ; ISf.2OXl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2 ) A ;· i t h ,n e t i c M e a n ( µ m 2 ) 
Po::.:iti-.1 ely· Ske 1t11ed 
1-1. 0 9
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm�)
7) Maximum Area delecteJ (µm 2 J








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper TD : 1SE20Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : 1SE20X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
"3) Median (µ.m 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm '..! )
S) Number Of Particles
G ) Tot a 1 A ,·ea s ( µ m 2 ) 
7) Maximum Are� detected
8) Minimum Area d2t.2c-':.ed
� ) S t :1 n d .j 1 • ,J ['1 F� •.; ; 7- t i •�) . , 
Positively Skewed 
17.08 
( p ITJ c } 






"' Q 7 
.:... ·, U l 
14.rS9
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Bas�d on No. of 8ef 1.it·e Dc:Inking Part·icle·.:: 
Paper ID : ISE20X2 
1) Nature of Dispers�on
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm�l
3) Median (pm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 





'1 Q .J -· 
6 ) T o t a 1 A r· e a s r. f! m 2 ) 6 . 6 S 9 7 E + 2 
7) Maximum Ared d2lected (µm' 48.80 
8 ) M i ;1 i m u m A r· e ci d e t e c t e d ( �1 m 2 2 . 8 7 
9) St and a,· ,J DE:., i at '; on 1.4.69 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE21Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total .Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE21X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
S) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm i ) 








TABLE 2 : OISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE22X1 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2 ) 
3) Median (µm')
4 ) M o d e ( µ IT1 
2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE22X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2)
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µm 2) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE23Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2) 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µm 2)
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 )








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE23X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2) 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µrn 2)
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µrn 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m" ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE24Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Tot a 1- Are as ( µ m 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected













TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE24X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µrn 2 ) 
4) Mode (µrn 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µrn 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected













TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE25Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected











TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE25X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Tot�l Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE26Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE26X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HI�TOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE27X1 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 )
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6 ) T o t a-1 A r e a s ( µ m 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE27X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 )
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE28Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE28X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE29Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE29X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE30Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maxi�um Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE30X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area. detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE31Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m :i)








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Oeinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE31X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected











TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before De!nking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE32Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µrn 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : ISE32X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
S) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m, ) 





























Hl:.t-UHI:. lJl:. l NK. l Nli HNHLY�l� 
Pilpcr JD - JSEi 
HlS:T0GRAM TABLE 
in Area Range in Area Range 
1 2 .50 - 12 .50 17 162 _ 5 -172 _ 5
2 12 .50 - 22 .50 1 18 172 . 5 -182 . 5 
3 2 2  .50 - 32 .50 19 1.82 _ 5 -1.92 . 5 
4 3 2  . 50 - 42 _ 50 20 192 _ 5 - 202 _ 5 
5 ◄2 . so - 52 . so 21 202.5-212.5 
6 52 _ 50 - 62 _ 50 22 21.2 _ 5-222 .5 
7 62 .50 - 72 .50 - 23 222 .5-232 .5 
8 72 .50 - 82 .50 2◄ 232 _ 5 - 242 _ 5
9 82 _ 50 - 92 _ 50 25 242 _ 5 -2 52 _ 5 
10 92 .50 - 102 .5 26 252 .5-262 .5 
11 1.02 . 5 - t 1. 2  _ 5 Z7 262 . 5 - 272 _ 5 
12 112 . 5 -122. S 28 272 _ 5 -282 . S 
CCCCCllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 13 t22 .5 - t32 .5 29 282 .5-292 .5
11\Ullllllllll I I I I I I I I I I I I 1-4 1. 32 _ 5 - 1. 42 _ 5 30 292 _ 5 - 302 _ 5 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 15 1◄2 .5 - 15 2 .5 31 302 _ 5 -312 _ 5 NNNNNCNv;;cNv;;cN 
16 152 .s - 162 .s 32 312 .S-322 .5 N If al OJ "' "' "' "' "' N N N N N tll ('I') . 
Areas of Particles C JIMl ) Hu11ber Of Bins 32 
HISTOGRAH of BEFORE DEINKING
< �t vs. Areas)








BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
Pi1pcr JD JSE2 
HlST0GRAM TABLE 
1 
2 12 . 50 - 22 . 50
3 2 2  . 50 - 32 . 50 
4 3 2  . 50 - 42 . 50 
5 ◄2 . so - 52 . 50
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50
8 72 . 50 - 82 . 50
9 82 . 50 - 92 _ 50 
10 52 . 50 - 102 . 5
11 1.02. 5 - t 1. 2. 5
12 
CCC CC Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill 13
Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill I I ' I ' I ' ' ' I ' ; 1-4
, , , , , N N N N N N N �J N N N �J 15 
N 
� � � � � � : � � � � � � � � � 16
112. 5 - 122. 5
t22 .5 - t32 .s
t32. 5 - t-42. 5 
142.5 - 15 2.5
152 .5 - 162 .5
162 . 5 -172 . 5
172 .5-182 .5 
1.82. 5-1.92. 5 
192 .5- 202 .5 
202 . 5 -212. S
21.2 . 5 -222 . 5
222 _ 5 -232 . 5
232 . 5 - 242 . 5
242 .5-2 52 .5 
252 _ 5 -262 _ 5
262 . 5 - 272 . 5 
272 . 5 -282 . 5 
282 . S -292 . S
292 . 5 - 302 . 5 
302.5-312.5 

































.____.__ _____ ....____._ ____ __._ ______ _ 
Areas of Particles C JIMl )
HISTOGRAH of BEFORE DEIHKIHG 
(�t vs. Areas) 
Hu11ber Of Bins 
Bin Si%1! 
Bin Offset 
Ha><. Part. Count 













H��UH� U�lNKlN� HNHL�l� 
P1111cr JD : 1SE3 
ccccc������������ 11\11\11\11\11\ I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNv;;cNv;;QN 
N , CO al "' "' "' "' "' N N N r� N tll (V) 
Areas of Particles C JIIMZ l 
HJSTOGRAN of BEFORE DEJNKJNG 



















Area Range in Area Range 
2.50 - 12.50 . 17 Ui2 . 5 -172 . 5 
1.2. so - 22 . so 1 . 18 t 72 . S -182 . S 
22 . 50 - 32 . 50 . 19 1.92 .5-1.92 .5 
32 .50 - 42 .50 . 20 192 . 5 -202 . 5 
◄2 .50 - S2 .SO . 21 202 .S-2t2 .S 
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 22 21.2. 5 -222. 5 
62 .50 - 72 .50 23 222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
72 . 50 - 82 . 50 2◄ 232 .5-2◄2 .5 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 . 25 242 .5-252 .5 
92 .50 - 102 .5 . 26 252 .5-262 .5 
102 . 5 - 112 . 5 27 262 . 5 -272 . 5 
1.1.2. 5 - 122. 5 28 272 .5-282 .5 
1.22. S - 1.32. S 29 282 .S-292 .S 
132 . 5 - 1. 42 . 5 . 30 292 .5-302 .5 
1◄2 .5 - 152 .5 31 302 .5-312 .5 
tS2 .S - iS2 .S . 32 3i2 .S-322 .S 
Hunber Of Bins 32 
Din ti%@ 10.00 
Bin Offset 2.50 
Max. Part. Count 22 
"in. Pc1t·t. Count 1 
BEFORE DE INK I NG ANAL VS Is· 























II\IJ'\11111\11\ I l I I I I I I I l l  
I 1A1 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNv;;cNv�;cN 
N ' � a) "' "' "' "' "' N �� r� r� N "' "' 
Areas of Particles ( J,IIM1)
HJSTOGRAN of BEFORE DEJNKJNG 




2 .50 - 12 .50 162 .5-172 .5 
1.2 .SO - 22 .SO 1 t 72 . S -1.82. S 
22 .50 - 32 .50 1.92. 5 -192. 5 
32 . 50 - 42 . 50 192 .5-202 .5 
◄2 .so - 52 .so 202. S -2t2. S
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 212 .5-222 .5 
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 222 .5-232 .5 
72 . 50 - 82 . 50 232 .5-242 .5 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 242 .5-252 .5 
92 . 50 - 102 . 5 252 .5-262 .5 
102 .5 - H.2 .5 262 .5-272 .5 
t t 2 . S - 122 . S 272 . S -282 . S 
1. 22 I s - i 32 ■ s 282 .5-292 .s 
1.32.5 - 1.42.5 292 .5-302 .5 
142.5 - 152.5 302.5-312.5 
i52.S - tS2.S 3i2 .S-322 .S 
HuMber Of Bins 32 
Din S i%a 10.00 
Bin Offset 2.50 
Max. Part. Count 26 
"in Pc1t·t. Count 1 
t 2§A, 






















0 0 .( 
t O _{ 
1 0 .E 
1 0 .l 
0 0. ( 
t O.; 
0 0 ,( 
t O.: 













ocrun� U�lN�lNU HNHLY�l� 
Pcauc:r l D : l SES 
HJSTOCiRAH TABLE 
1 2 . 50 • 12 . 50
2 12 . 50 - 22 . so
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
-4 32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
S 42 . SO -S2 . 50 
6 52 . 50 -62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . 50 - 82 . 50 
9 82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
10 92 . 50 - 102 . 5
11 t02 . 5 - t t2 . S 
12 t 12. 5 - 122. S 
C C C C Q 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 13 122. 5 - 132. 5 U'\ u, U'1 u, u, ; I ; I ; I I ; i ; I I 14 t32 • 5 - t-42 • 5 · · · ' ' t-J N N N t-J N N N N t-J N t-J 15 114.., 5 - 152 5NNNNNQN'(;;cNv;;QN I !;· .,· 
r� v a, 0j "" "" "" "" "" r� r� N N N M "' 16 1 ts ... s - ts ... s
17 I 162 . 5 • 172 . 518 172 .5-182 .5 
19 t82 .S-t92 .5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202 .S-212 .S 
2 t2 . 5 -222 . 5
222 . 5 -232 . 5
232 .5-242 .5 
242 . 5 - 252 . 5
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . S 
272 . 5 -282 . S
282 . S -292 . S 
292 . 5 -302 . S
302 . 5 -312 . 5 
312 .5-322 .5 
Areas of Particles ( JIMZ) 







HJSTOORAN of BEFORE DEJNKIHO 
(COU'lt vs. Areas) 
Bin Offset 
Hax. Part. Count
"in. Part. Count 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 


















1 i 2 . 50 - 12 . 50 17 1s2.5-112.s o a.
18 i 172.5-182.S 1 3. 
19 t82. 5 -t92. 5 0 0 . 
192.5-202.5 1 3  . 
J t6 · 
2 i 12 . 50 - 22 . so
3 ! 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
,4 j 32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
5 i 42 . 50 -S2 . 50 
s l 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 I s2 . 50 - 72 . so
8 ; 72 . 50 - 82 . 50
S 82 . 50 - 92 . 50
202.5-212.S O 0. 
21.2.5-222.5 0 0. 
10 92 .50 - 102 .5 
11 I t02. 5 - t t2. 5 . . . 
12 i 112. S - 122. S 
CC QC Q U'\ 111 U'\ U'\ 111U'\U'\U'\111U'\11111113 ·t22.S - 132.SUi U'\ U'\ u, U'\ I ; i i I ; I I I ; I ; 14 t32 • 5 - t-42 • 5 , . , , , �J t-J �J �J N N N N �J �� N N 15 1 A.., 5 - 15.., 5 N N N N NC N' �; C NV�; C N �L . L. 
i� V a, o:) "" "" "" "" "" i� i� i� N i� er, ci, 16 ! 152. 5 - 162. 5
222 . 5 -232 . 5 0 0 .
232 . 5 -242 . 5 2 8 .
242. 5 - 252 . 5 0 0 . 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 0 0 . 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 0 0 . 
272 . S -282 . S O O . 
282 . S -292 . S O O .
292 . 5 -302 . 5 t 5 .
302.5-312.5 o o.
312 .5-322 .5 0 0. 
Areas of Particles C vnz > 
Hunber Of Bins 32 
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEINKINO 


















o�runc uc1n�1nu HnHLY�l� 
PilPt:r JD : JSE7 
ccccc������������ 
u,u,u,u,u, I I J I  I I I I I I I I 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNQNv;;cNv;;QN 
N V al 0, "' "' "' "' "' N N N N N tr) (I) 
Areas of Particles C JIMZ) 
HISTOGRAH of BEFORE DEINKING 


















2.50 - 12.50 17 162 _ 5 - 172 . 5 
t2.50 - 22.50 18 t72 .5-t82 .5 
22 . 50 - 32 _ 50 19 1.92. 5 -1.92 _ 5 
32 .50 - ◄2 .50 - 20 192 . 5 -202 . 5
◄2 . 50 -52 . 50 21 202 .5-2i2 .5
52 _ 50 - 62 _ 50 22 21.2 _ 5 -222 _ 5
62 .50 - 72 .50 23 222 . 5 -232 . 5
72 _ 50 - 82 _ 50 - 2� 232 .5-242 .5
82 .50 - 82 .50 25 242 . 5 - 252 _ 5
92 . 50 - 102 . 5 26 252 . 5 -262 _ 5
t02 . 5 - t t2 . 5 27 262 . 5 - 272 _ 5
t t2. 5 - t22. 5 - 28 272 . 5 -282 . 5
t22 .5 - t32 .5 29 282 . 5 -292 . 5
t 32 _ 5 - t 42 . 5 30 292 _ 5 -302 . 5
1 ◄2 _ 5 - 152 _ 5 31 302 .5-312 .5
i52 .5 -i62 .5 . 32 3i2-.5-322 .5
Hunber Of Bins 32 
Bin Si%@ 10.00 
Bin Offset 2.50 
H�><- Part. Count 2S 
Nin. Part. Count t 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
PilPt:t- JD : J SES 
QQQQQ������������ 
U,U,LnLnLn I I I I I I I I ; ;  I J 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNv;;cNv�;cN 
i� V � � "' "' "' "' "' N N N N N twi twi 
Areas of Particles C JmZ ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEINKING 


















2 .50 - 12 .50 162 . 5 - 172 _ 5 
t2 .SO - 22 .50 t 72 _ 5 -t 82 _ 5 
22 .50 - 32 .50 1. 92 . 5 -1. 92 . 5
32 .50 - ◄2 .SO 192 . S -202 . S
◄2 .50 - 52 .50 202 . 5 -2i2 . 5
52 .50 - 62 .50 2 t 2 . 5 - 222 . 5
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 222 . 5 -232 . 5
72 .50 - 82 .50 232 .5-242 .5
82 _ 50 - 92 _ 50 242 _ 5 - 252 _ 5
92.50 - 102.5 252 _ 5 -262 _ 5
t02 .5 - tt2 .5 262 . 5 -272 . 5
t t2. 5 - t22. 5 272 . S -282 . 5
122.5 - 1.32.5 282 . 5 - 292 . 5
1.32. 5 - t-42 _ 5 292 _ 5 -302 _ 5
1◄2.5 - 152.S 302.5-312.S
i52 .5 - t62 .5 3 i2 . 5 -322 . 5
Hunber Of Bins 32 
Bin Si%@ 10.00 
Bin Offset 2.50 
Ha><. Pat-t. Count 6S 




1 2  .1 
0 0. C. 







0 0 .c. 
t 3.� 
oo.r
0 0 .( 
2 2 - -
t t - . 
0 0 _{ 
0 0. ( 
i i. � 
0 0 .{ 
2 2.: 
0 0 _ f 




i 1. . [ 
2 3.E 
1 t. � 
























oc.r unc. uc. .1 1,1'\.- .1 1,u 111,11L t,.:) .1 ,.:) 
Paper JD : JSE9 
HISTOGRAH TABLE 
1 2 _ 50 - 12 _ 50
2 12 _ so - 22 _ so 
3 22 _ so - 32 _ so
-4 32 _ 50 - ◄2 _ 50 
S ◄2 . so - 52 . so
6 52 _ 50 - 62 _ 50 
7 62 _ 50 - 72 _ 50
8 72 _ 50 - 82 _ 50
9 82 _ 50 - 92 _ 50
10 92 . 50 -102 _ 5
11 t02 _ 5 - t t2 _ 5
12 112. 5 - 122 - 5 
C C C C C Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill 13 i22 , 5 - i32 . 5i.n i.n i.n u, u, I I I I I I I I I I I I 1� 1.32 _ 5 - 1.42 _ s, , , , , N C'J N N N N N N N C'J N �J 15 1 ◄2 5 - 152 5

















162 _ 5 -172 _ 5
172 _ 5 -182 _ 5 
1. 82 _ S -1. 92 _ 5
192 _ 5 -202 _ 5
202. S -2t2. S
21.2 _ 5 -222 _ 5
222 _ 5 -232 _ 5
232 _5-242 _5
242 _ 5 - 252 _ 5
252 _ 5 -262 _ 5
262 _ 5 -272 _ S
272 _ 5 -282 _ 5
282 . S -292 . S
292 _ 5 -302 . 5
302 _5-312 _5 
312 .. 5-322 .s
1 2 _ 13
0 0 _(] 
2 6.!:i 
o o _o





2 8 _, 
0 0 _( 
0 o.c
0 0 .c
1. 5. ( 
0 0.( 
0 0 .c
.____._ _________ __. __________ __. __ _ 
Areas of Particles ( JJMZ l 
Hu11ber Of Bins 32 
Din Si%a 10_00 
HISTOGAAN of BEFORE DEIHKIHG 
< Count vs_ Areas) 
Bin Off§@t 2.50 
Max. Part_ Count �t 
"in. Par-t_ Count 1 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
PapcF JD : JSEiO 
in Ar@a 
1 2 . 50 - 1. 2 _ 50
2 12 . 50 - 22 _ 50
3 22 _ so - 32 . 50
4 32 _ 50 - 42 . 50
5 42 . 50 - 52 _ 50
6 52 . 50 - 62 _ 50
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . so - 82 . so
9 82 _ 50 - 92 _ 50
10 92_50 - 102_5
tt t0:L5 - tt2_5
12 112 _ 5 - 122 _ 5 
□ □ □ O O ll1 ll1 iJ'l iJ'l u, Lf1 ll1 ll1 lJ'l iJ'l 1.11 ul 13 . 122 _ 5 - 132 _ 5 U'!U:U'!LliU, i I I I I I I I I I i '1-4 t32.5-t42_5 
· · · , , N N N N N N N N N N N N 15 142 5 - 152 5 
NNNNNON��OOON��OOON 
. -
N � a:, � .- ., .- ., .- N N t"� t"� N � � 16 152 - 5 - 162 _ S 
in Ar@a Range 
1.62 _ 5 -1.72 _ 5
172 _5- 182 .5
t82 _ 5-t92. 5
192 _5-202 _5 
21 202. 5 -212 _ 5 
22 21. 2 _ 5 -222 . 5 
23 222 _5-232 _5 
. 24 232 . S - 242 . S
25 242 _ 5 - 252 _ 5 
26 252 _ 5 -262 _ 5
27 262 .5-272 _5
272 . 5 - 282 . 5
282 _ 5 - 282 . 5 
292 _ S -302 _ S
302.5-312.5 
312 _ S - 322 _ S 




HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEJHKJHG
( Count vs . Areas ) 
Bin Offset 
Max. Part. Count 



























o�runc uc1n�1nu HnHLT�l� 
Paper JD : JSEtt 
HISTOCiRAH TABLE 
1 2 . 50 - 12 . 50 
2 t2 . 50 - 22 . 50 
3 22 .50 - 32 .50 
Al 32 . 50 - 42 . SO 
S ◄2 . so - 52 . so
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . 50 - 82 . 50 
9 82 . so - 92 . so
10 82 .50 - 102 .5 
t t t02 . 5 - t t2 . 5 
12 tt2 .5 - t22 .5 
CCC CC Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill 13 122.5 - 132.5 \,I\ \,I\ \,I\ \,I\ \,I\ I ; I I ; I I I I I I I 1,4 t32 • 5 - 1.42 • 5 , , , , · N N N �J N N N N N N N N 15 142 . 5 - 152 . 5
N � � � � S � : � � � � � � � i � 16 152. 5 - 162. 5
17 182 . 5 -172 . 5 
18 t 72 . S -t 82 . 5 
19 tB2. 5 -t92. 5 
. 20 192.5-202.5 
21 202 .5-212 .5 
22 21.2. 5 -222. 5 
. 23 222 .5-232 .5 
2JI 232 .5-2◄2 .5 
� 242.S-2§2.§ 
26 252 .5-262 .5 
27 262 .5-272 .5 
28 272 . S -282 . 5 
. 29 282 . S - 292 . 5 
. 1 30 292 . 5 - 302 . 5 
31 302 .5-312 .5 




1 3. 1 












�__._ _____ .....____.__.._____,_ _____ ........_ __ _
Areas of Particles ( JIMZ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE OEINKIHG 
(CCK.Slt us. Areas) 
Hunber Of Bin5 
Bin �iza 
Bin Offs@t 
Hax. Part. Count 






BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
Paper JD: JSEi2 
□□□□□������������
U,U,LliLliU, I I I I I I ;  I ; ;  I ; 
·NNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNN □NVOOOOONVmOOON
N V al CC ""' ""' ""' ""' ""' N N C'� N N ('t) ('t) 
Areas of Particles ( JJMI) 
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKIHG 


















Ar@a Rang@ inl 
2.50 - 12.50 
12 .50 - 22 .50 
22 .50 -32 .50 
32 . 50 -42 . 50 
12 . 50 - 52 . 50 
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
72 .so - 82 .50 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
92 . 50 - 102 . 5 
i02. 5 - i i2. 5 
112 . 5 - 122 . 5 
122 . 5 - 132 . 5
t32.5 - t42.5 
142.5-152.5 
t52.5 - t62.5 




162 .5-172 .5 
172. 5 - 182. 5
t 82 . 5 -t 92 . 5 
1!12 . 5 • 202 . 5 
202 .5-212 .5 
2t 2 . 5 -222 . 5 
222 . 5 -232 . 5 
232 . 5 - 2◄2 . 5 
242 . 5 -252 . 5 
252 . 5 - 262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
282 . 5 - 282 . 5
292 .5-302 .5 
302.5-312.5 
3t2 .5-322 .5 
, ttax. Part. Count 












1 3 -� 
0 o.c
0 0.[ 











Dcrunc uc1n�1nu HnHLT�l� 













CCC CC U'l U'l U'l Ill U'l U'l U'l Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill 13
Ill Ill Ill 111 Ill , , , , , , , , , , , , 1-4 
, , , , , N N N N N N N N N N N N 15 
N � � � � � � ! � � � � i � � i � 16 
HISTOGRAH TABLE 
2 .50 - 12 .50 
12 . so - 22 . so 
22 .50 - 32 .50 
32 .50 - 42 .50 
◄2 .so - 52 .so
52 .50 - 62 .50 
62 .50 - 72 .50 
72 .50 - 82 .50 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
92 . 50 -102 . 5 
{02 . 5 - t t2 . 5 
112. S - 122. S 
1.22.S -1.32.S 
132 . 5 - 142 . 5 
142 . 5 - 152 . 5 

















162 .5-172 .5 
172 . S -182 . S 
182 . 5 -1.92. 5 
192 .5-202 .5 
202 .S-2t2 .S 
21.2. 5 -222. 5 
222 . 5 -232 . 5 
232 .5-242 .5 
242 .5-252 .5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . S -282 . S 
282 . 5 -292 . S 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302 . 5 -312 . 5 






t t - e 
t 2 _[ 
t 2 .1 
0 O.V 
0 O.C 






A re as of Particles C JIMZ >
L-....1----====�======�==�======.::;----'-----­
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEIHKIHG 
( eot..lt vs. Areas) 
Hunber Of Bins 
Bin Si%@ 
Bin Offset 
Max. Part. Count 






BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 

















C QC QC il1 il1 il1 il1 II\ Ill Ill II\ Ill ill Ill Ill 13 
U'\ Ill U'i 111 U'i , , , , , , , , , , , , 14 
, , , , , N N N N �J �J �� �J �J �J N N 15 
N N N N N C N , ; ; C N , � I C N 
i� V a) � "' "' "' "' "' i� i� N i� i� 00 (Ii 16 
Areas of Particles C JIMZ >
HISTOGRAH of BEFORE DEINKIHG 
( Count vs _ Areas ) 
HISTOGRAH TABLE 
2 .50 - 12 .50 162 .5-172 .5 
12 .SO - 22 .SO 172 .S-182 .5 
22 . 50 - 32 . 50 1.82 .5-1.92 .5 
32 .50 - 42 .50 t 92 . 5 -202 . 5 
◄2 . so - 52 . so 202.S-2i2.S
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 21.2.5-222.5 
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 222 . 5 -232 . 5 
72 . 50 - 82 . 50 232 .5-242 .5 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 242 .5-252 .5 
92 . 50 -102 . 5 252 . 5 -262 _ 5 
{02. 5 - t {2. 5 262 . 5 -272 . 5 
1 t2. 5 - 122. 5 272 . 5 -282 . 5 
t22.5 -1.32.S 282 . S -292 . S 
132.5 - 142.5 292 . 5 -302 . 5 
142.5 -152.5 302 . 5 -312 . 5 
i52 .s - i62 .s 3i2.S-322.S 
Hunber Of Bins 32 
Bin Si%@ 10.00 
Bin Offset 2.50 
Hax. Pat·t. Count 2-4 
Hin. Pat·t Count 1 
0 0.[ 
o o.r





















ocrunc uc1n�inu HnHLY�l� 
Paper JD : JSEiS 
ccccc������������ 
ltlltlltlltlltl I I I I I I I ;  I I I I
 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNv;;cNv;;cN 
("4 , (D aJ "' "' "' "' "' N N N N N (W) CW) 
Areas of Particles ( JlnZ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE OEINKING 


















2.50 - 12 .50 17 182 .5-172 .5 
t2 . so - 22. so 18 t 72 . S - t82 . S 
22 .50 - 32 .50 19 1B2 .5-192 .5 
32 .50 - 42 .50 20 192 .5-202 .5 
◄2 .so - 52 .so . 21 202 .S-212 .5 
52 .50 - 62 .50 22 212 . 5 -222 . 5 
62 .50 - 72 .50 23 222 .5-232 .5 
72.50 -82.50 2-4 232 .5-2◄2 .5 
82 .50 - 92 .50 2§ 242 . 5 - 252 . 5 
a2 . 50 - 102 . 5 26 252 .5-282 .5 
t02 . 5 -t t2. 5 . Z7 262 . 5 -272 . 5 
tt2.S - t22.5 28 272 . 5 -282 . 5 
i22.S -i32.S . 29 282 . S -292 . S 
132.5 - t-42.5 30 292 .5-302 .5 
142 . 5 - 152 . 5 31 302 . 5 -312 . 5 
152 .s -162 .s . 32 312 .. 5-3 2 2  .s 
Hul'lber Of Bins 32 
Din �iZI! 10.00 
Bin 0ffs@t 2.50 
Ha><. Pat·t. Count 2-4 
Hin. Part. Count 1 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
Paper ID : JSEi& 
CCQQC������������ 
1/)U')lfiU')U') I I I I I ;  I I I I ; ;  
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNV;�cNv;;cN 
N t: (D to "' "' "' "' "' N N N N N Cll Cll 
Areas of Particles ( JIMZ l 
HISTOGAAN of BEFORE DEIHKIHO 



















2.50 - 12.50 17 
t 2 . so - 22 . so 18 
22 . 50 - 32 . 50 19 
32 .50 -42 .50 20 
'42 . so - 52 . so . 21 
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 22 
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
72 . 50 -82 . 50 2-4 
82 .50 - 92 .50 25 
92 . 50 - 102 . 5 26 
t02.5 - tt2.5 27 
112 .5 - 122 .5 . 28 
i22 . S - i32 . S . 29 
132.5 - 1-42.5 30 
142.5 - 152.5 31 
t52 . S - t62. 5 32 
HuMber Of Bins 
Bin Siza 
Bin 0ffs@t 
182 . 5 -172 . 5 
172 .s-182 .s 
1B2. 5 -192. 5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202 .S-2t2 .5 
212 . 5 -222 . 5 
222 .5-232 .5 
232 .5-242 .5 
242 . 5 - 252 . 5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . 5 -282 . 5 
282 . S -292 . S 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302.5-312.5 
3t2 . S - 322. S 
Ha><. Part. Count 











t t .0 






0 0 .Oi 








0 0 .( 
0 0 .i
0 0.{ 
0 0 .C 
0 0 _(_ 
0 0.( 
o o .r
0 0 .c 
0 0.( 








D�run� U�1N�1Nu HNHL�l� 
P•pcr JD : 1SEi7 
HISTOGRAM TABLE 
1 
2 t2_so - 22_ 
3 22_5()-32_ 
� 32_50 -42_ 
S i -42 • SO - S2.
6 \52_50 -62_50 
7 j62_50 -72_ 
8 \72_50 -82_ 
8 182_50 -92_ 
10 j92_50 -102_ 
t t I t02 . s - t 12 . 
12 !tt2.5 - t22. 
C C Q C C Ill Ill Ill 111 Ill Ill 111 Ill Ill 111 Ill Ill 13 l 1.22 • S -1.32 . u,u,u,u,u, 

















162 .5-172 .5 
t 72. 5 -182. 5 
1.02 .5-1.92 .5 
192. 5 -202 . 5
202. 5 -212. 5 
2t2 .5-222 .5 
222 .5-232 .5 
232 .5-242 .5 
242 .5-252 .5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 _5-282 _5 
282 • 5 -292 . 5 
292 . S -302 _ 5 
302 . 5 -312 _ 5 
31.2�5-322.S 
1 2 .4 
25.0 














,...__._ ______ __,_ ___________ ____._
Areas of Particles ( J.IIMl ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEINKING
< eo....-.t vs. Areas) 
Hwlber Of Bins 
Din I i%A 
Bin Offs@t 
Na:.c. Part. Count 






BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 





in: Ar@�  in Ar@a Ran9@ 
8 
6 
Areas of Particles ( J.IMl l 
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKIHG
( COU"lt vs. Areas) 
tttr.Der Of Bins 
Bin �ize 
Bin Offset 
1.62 . 5-1.72 .5 
172 . 5 -182 . 5 
1.82 .5-t92 .5 
192 .5-202 .5 
202. 5-212. 5
2i2.5-222.5 
222 . 5 -232 . S 
232 . S -2◄2 . S 
242 . 5 -252 . 5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 . !:i - 272 . !:i
272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
282 .5-292 .5 
292 . 5 -302 . S 
302 .5-3 12 .5 
312 .5-322 .S 
na.x. Part. Count 

























oc.r unc. uc. .1 1," .1 nu HnHL T � 1 � 
Paper JD : JSEt9 
Hl$TOGRAtt TABLE 
1 2.50 - 12.50 17 162 . 5 -172 _ 5
2 t2 .SO - 22 .SO 18 172 . 5 -182 . 5 
3 22 .50 - 32 .50 19 1.82 .5-1.92 .5 
4 32 .50 - 42 .50 .1 20 192 . 5 -202 . 5 
s ◄2 . 50 - 52 . 50 .t 21 202 .S-2t2 .S 
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 . t 22 21.2. 5 -222. 5 
7 62 .50 - 72 .50 .1 23 222 .5-232 .5 
8 72.50 - 82.50 2JI 232 .5-2◄2 .5 
9 82 .50 - 92 .50 . 25 242 .5-252 .5 
10 92 .50 - 102 .5 . 1 26 252 .5-262 .5
11 i02 . 5 - t i2 . 5 . 27 262 .5-272 .5
12 t12.5 - 122.5 28 272 .S-282 .5
ccccc������������ 13 122 .s - t32 .5 . 29 282 .5-292 .s 
lllllllllllllll I I I I I I I ; I I I I 1-4 i32.5 - t.Q.5 30 292 . 5 -302 . 5 
, , , , •NNNNNNNNNNNN 15 142 .5 - 152 .5 31 302 .5-312 .5 
NNNNNQNV;IQNV;IQN 18 152.S - 162.S 32 312-.5-322 .s N If Ql Ol "' "' "' "' "' N N N N N Cll ell . 
Areas of Particles ( J.IM1 l 







. Bin Offset 
HISTOORAN of BEFORE DEIHKIHO
( Count vs. Areas) ' Max. Part . Count 
"in. Part. Count 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
Paper JD : JSE20 
in Area Range
1 2.50 - 12.50 
3 
..q 32 .50 - 42 .50
s ◄2 .50 - 52 .50 
6 52 .50 - 62 .50
7 62 .50 - 72 .50 
8 72 .50 - 82 .50 
9 82 .50 - 92 .50 
10 92 _ 50 -102 _ 5 
11 i02 . 5 - i 12 . 5 
12 t t 2 . 5 - t 22 _ 5
Q Q C C C � � � 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 111 13 122. S - 132. Su, u, u, u, Ill , , , , , • , 1 1 ' ' ' 1-4 t32 _ 5 - 1.-42. 5, , , · · N N �J N t'J N N �J �J N N N 15 14-, 5 - 152 5N N N N N Q N '( IQ iQ Q N '( IQ ; Q N 1� I 15!; - 5 {6"\. 5N If Ql Ol "' "' "' "' "' i� i� N i� N Cll (Ii '!;i' • • - • • 
Hi2 .5-172 .5
t 72 . 5 - t 82 . 5
1.82 .5-1.92 .5
192 . 5 -202 . 5
202.S-212.S
21.2.5-222.5
222 . 5 -232 . 5
232 . 5 -2'42 _ 5
242 . 5 - 252 _ 5
252 . 5 -282 _ 5
262 . 5 -272 . 5
272 . 5 -282 . 5
282 . S -292 . 5 




32 312 .S-322 .5
Areas of Particles C Vn1 l Hunber Of Bins 
Din Si%1! 10.� I
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKINO
( Coc.s,t vs. Areas) 
Bin Offset 
Max. Part. Count 













































UL.I UI IL. U-L. .& I "1111. & I "1111..1 1711 -..---.&- I Uo .& '-"













CCC CC Ill Ill Ill Ill Ill ill ill ill ill Ill ill ill 13 
lti lti lti ill u, I I I I I I I I I I I I 1-4 
, , , , , N N N N N !'J N N N N N !'J 15 
HISTOCiAAtt TABLE 
12 .SO - 22 .SO 
22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
◄2 . SO - S2 . SO
52 . 50 - 62 . 50
62 .50 - 72 .50
72 . 50 - 82 . 50
82 .50 - 92 .50
92 .50 - 102 .5
t02 . 5 - t t2. 5
112 . 5 - 122. 5
t22 .5 - t32 .5
t32.5 - t-42.5
142.5 - 152.5
i52. 5 - i62. 5
162 .5-172 .5 
172 . 5 -182 . S 
t82 .5-t92 .5 
192 .5-202 .5 
202 .5-212 .s
2t2 .5-222 .5 
222 . 5 -232 . 5 
232 .5-2◄2 .5 
242 .5-252 .5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 .5-272 .5 
272 . 5 -282 . 5 
282 . 5 -292 . 5 
292 . S -302 . S 
302 . 5 -312 . 5 
















0 0.0 N����s�:�������i�t6 
L--1...---=====================.:::;----lL---'-­







HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEINKIHG 
( Count vs. Areas) Hax. Part. Count Hin. Part. Count 1 I 
BEFORE DE INK I NG ANAL VS Is· 
P�uer JD : 1SE22 
HISTOGAAtt TABLE 
1 l 2 . 50 - 12 . 50 
2 l 12 . so - 22 . so
3 ! 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
4 32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
S 42 . SO - S2 . SO 
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . 50 - 82 . 50 
9 82 . 50 - 82 . 50 
10 82.50 -102.5 
11 i.02.5 - tt2.5 
12 l 112. 5 - 122. 5 
C Q Q Q Q U'1 111 Ln U'1 U'1 ill U'l Ui U'1 U'1 1.11 111 13 j t22 .5 - t32 .5 Iii Iii ill Iii U'\ I I ; ; I I I I I ; ; I 1-4 t32. 5 - 1.42 • 5 , , · · ' !'J t'J fl� N �� N !'J N !'J �� t'� N 15 14., 5 - 15., 5
N N N N N Q N � � � Q N � � � Q N L .  L. 
N I.!' iJj C0 � � � � � N N N i� i� iii 00 16 iS2. 5 - t62. S 
17 162 .5-172 .5 
18 172. S -182. S 
19 t82 .5-t92 .5 
192 .5-202 .5 
202.S-212.S
21.2 . 5 -222 . 5
222 . 5 -232 . 5
232 . 5 -242 . 5
242 . 5 - 252 . 5
252 . 5 -262 . 5
262 . 5 -272 . 5
272 . 5 -282 . 5
282 . 5 -292 . 5
292 . 5 -302 . 5
302.5-312.5
3i2.S-322.S
Areas of Particles ( )IM1) Hu11ber Of Bins
Bin Si%@ 




HISTOGRAH of BEFORE DEIHKING 
(Count vs. Areas> 
Bin 0ff!li@t 
Max. Part. Count 

























DLr unc. UC.£ ran.£ 1"1U Ml"1ML T .> .1 .> 
Paper JD : JSE23 
in; Area Range 
j 
1 i 2. 50 -t2 . 50 
2 112 . 50 - 22 . 50 
3 122 .50 -32 .50 
4 i32 .50 - 42 .50 
5 l ◄2 . 50 - 5 2  . 50 
6 \ 5 2  .50 -62 . 50 
7 i 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 ;72.SD -82 .SD
9 l 92 . 50 - 92 . 50 
10 \92 .50 - 102 .5
t t l 102 . !i - t t2 . !i 
12 1112.5 - 122.5 
O o □ □ □ Lf1 Lf1 lll Lf1 lll 111 Lf1 Lf1 111 U'! 11! 111 13 1122. 5 - 132. 5 u, u, u, u, u, I I I I I I I I ; ' ; ; 14 i t 32 • 5 - t 42 . 5 · · · · · N N N N N N N N N N � �� 15 ! 142. 5 - 15 2. 5 N N N N N O N V Cll 00 0 N V CD 00 i..l N 6 i 15., s 16.., s N .- a, al .. .. .. .. .. N N N N �. Cll � l i a.. • - a.. • 
in Area Range 
17 t62 .5 -t72 .5 
18 172. 5 -1 82. 5 
19 1.82. 5 -1.92. 5 
20 192 .5- 202 .5 
21 202. S - 212. 5 
. 22 2t2 .5-222 .5 
. 1 23 222 . 5 -232 . 5 
2◄ 232.5- 2◄2.S 
25 242 .5-252 .5 
26 252 .5-262 .5 
2? 262 . !i -272 . !i 
28 272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
. 28 282 . 5 -292 . 5 
. 1 30 292 . 5 -302 . 5 
31 302 .5-31 2 .5 
32 312·.S-322 .S 








HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKJHG 
( C<X.rlt vs. Areas> 
Bin Offset 
Nax. Part. Count 
, Nin. Part. Count 
BEFORE DE INK I NG ANAL VS Is· 
Paper JO : ISE2◄ 
HISTOGRAt1 TABLE 
1 2 . 50 - 1 2  .50 
2 12 . so - 22 . 50 
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
-4 ' 32 . 50 -42 . 50 
S ◄2 . so - 52 . 50 
6 . 5 2. 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 -72 . 50 
8 ·72 .50 - 82 .50 
3 82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
10 92.50 - 102.5 
11 : 1. 02 . 5 - i 1. 2 . 5 
12 : t 12. 5 - 122. 5 
C C C C C U1 U1 U1 U1 U1 U1 U1 U1 Ui f: J1 t: 13 . t22. 5 - t32. 5U,U,U,UiU'1; I ; I ;  I I ' ; ' ;  '14 t32.5 -t42.5 "' "' "' ,,., "' "' "' ,,.,  .. .. .,, .,, 
N N N N N Q N � � � Q N ;; ; � ; N 1 s , 142 . s - 15 2 . 5N V � OJ "' "' "' "' "' r� N N r� r� :1; C1i 16 • i52. 5 - i62. 5 
162 .5-172 .5 
t 72 . S - t 82 . 5 
t82 .5-t92 .5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202 .5-2!2 .s
21.2 . 5 -222 . 5 
222 .5-232 .5 
24 232 .5-242. 5 
25 242.5-25 2.5 
26 25 2 .5-262 .5 
27 262 . 5 - 272 . 5 
. 28 272 . 5 -282 . 5 
. 29 282 . S -292 . S 
30 292 . 5 - 302 . 5 
31 . 302. 5 - 31 2. 5 

































.___ ________ __, ______________ __, _____ _
Areas of Particles ( J.lnl) 
HISTOORAH of BEFORE DEIHKINO 
( COISlt vs . Areas) 
HuMber Of Bins 
Bin S i:z:a 
Bin Offs@t 
Hax. Part. Count 













D�run� U�1NK1Nti HNHL�l� 
P�pcr JD : JSE25 
ccccc������������ 
U,\11U,U,U, I I I ;  I I I I I I I I 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNv;;cNv;;cN 
N If � 0) "' "' "' "' "' N N i'H'ij N ill ill 
Areas of Particles C JIM Z ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEINKIHG 


















2.50 -12.50 17 
t2 . so - 22. so 18 
22 .50 - 32 .50 19 
32 .50 - 42 .50 20 
◄2 . so - 52 . so 21 
52 .50 - 62 .50 22 
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 23 
72 .50 - B2 .50 2-4 
82 .50 - 92 .50 25 
92 . 50 - 102 . 5 26 
t02 . 5 - t t2. 5 27 
t t2 . 5 - t22. 5 28 
t22 0 5 - 132 I 5 I 29 
'l32.5 - 'l42.5 30 
1-42 . 5 - 152 . 5 31 
i52 .s - i62 .s . 32 




172 . S - 182 . S 
1.82 . 5 -1.92 . 5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202 .S-2i2 .S 
21.2. 5 -222 . 5 
222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
232 .5-2◄2 .5 
242 .5-252 .5 
252 .5-262 .5 
262 .5-272 .5 
272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
282 .5-292 .5 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302 .5-312 .5 
3i2 :5-322 .s
Ha><. Part. Count 






BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
P�pcr 10: ISE26 
in I Area Range in Area R.ange 
1 2 . 50 -1.2 . 50 
10 2 12.50 - 22.50 
17 t 62 . 5 -t 72 . 5 
18 172.5-182.5 
19 t82. 5 -t92. 5 
20 192 . 5 • 202 . 5 
21 I 202. 5 - 212. 5 
22 21.2.5-222.5 
23 222 . 5 -232 . 5 
24 232 . S -2"12 . S 
25 2-42. 5 - 252. 5 
26 252 .5-262 .5 
2? 262 .5-272 .5 
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
8 4 32 . 50 --42 . 50 
5 '42 . 50 - 52 . 50 
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . so - 82 . 50 
9 82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
10 92. 50 - 102. 5 
11 t02. 5 - t t2. 5 
12 112. 5 - 122. 5
0 O O O O Ui l1l ll1 Ui Ui Ui Ui ll1 l1l l1l lJi Ui 13 122. 5 - 132. 5u, u, u, u, u, I I I I I I ; ; ; I ; ; 1-4 t32. 5 - t-42. 5 
272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
282 . 5 - 292 . 5 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302.5-312.5 · · · · ·NNNNNNNNNNNN15 1-42.5 -152.5
N � � � � � � : � � � � � � � � � 16 152 .5 - 162 .5 32 1 312.5-322.S 
Areas of Particles C JJn') 
HISTOGRAH of BEFORE DElHKlHG
( Count: vs. Areas> 
Nur1ber Of Bins 
Bin Size 
Bin OffSQt 
Max. Part. Count 









































LJIL-1 '-Pl IL- a.IL .a. I "'\I .I. I 1U Ml'IML I 'lli I. 'lli 
P•pcr ID : ISE27 
ccccc������������ 
ltiltiltiltilti I I I I I I I I I I I
 I 
, , · ,  ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNv;;cNv;;QN 
C-� , Cll Ol "" "" "" "" "" N N N N N (Ii ('l'l
Areas of Particles ( Jm1 > 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEINKING 


















2.50 - 12.50 17 162.5-172.5
t2 .SO - 22 .SO 18 t72 .S-t82 .S 
22 .50 -32 .50 19 1.82 .5-1.92 .5 
32 . 50 -42 . 50 20 192 . 5 -202 . 5 
◄2 .so - 52 .so . 21 202 .S-212 .S 
52 .50 - 62 .50 22 21.2 . 5 - 222. 5 
62 .50 - 72 .50 23 222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
72 . 50 -82 . 50 2-4 232 . 5 -242 . 5 
82 .50 - 92 .50 - 25 242 .5-252 .5
92 .50 -102 .5 26 252 .5-262 .5
t02 . 5 -t t2. 5 . 'Zl 262 . 5 -272 . 5
t t2. S - 122. S 28 272 . S - 282 . S
1.22. S - 1.32 . S 29 282 . S - 292 . S
1.32 .5 - 1.42 .5 30 292 .5-302 .5
142.5 -152.5 31 302 .5-312 .5
152 .5 -162 .5 . 32 312 .  5-322 .5
Hu11ber Of B imi 32 
Bin Siu! 10.00 
Bin Offs@t 2.50 
Ha><. Part. Count 11 
"in. Pat·t. Count 1 
BEFORE DE INK I NG ANAL VS Is· 














C C C C C Ui Ui � Ill Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui 13 
Iii U'I itl U'I It! I I I I I I I I I I ; I 1-4
, , , · , �J N N �J N �J �J N �J �J �J �J 15NNNNNQNV;�cNv;;cN 
N , CO a, .-. .-. .-. .-. .-. C'� ("� ("� ("� ("� ('Ii 00 16
2 .50 - 12.50 
t2.SO - 22.SO 
22 .50 -32 .50 
32 . 50 -42 . 50 
◄2 . 50 -52 . 50
52 . 50 - 62 . 50
62 . 50 - 72 . 50
72 . 50 -82 . 50
82 _ 50 - 82 _ 50
82 . 50 -102 . 5
t02 . 5 -t t2 . 5
t t2. S - 122. S
1.22 .s - 1.32 .5
t32 .5 -t42 .5
1-42.5 -152.5
152. 5 -162 . 5
17 162. 5 -172. 5
18 t72 .S-t82 .S 
19 1.82. 5 -1.92. 5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202.5-212.5 
21.2.5-222.5 
222 . 5 -232 . 5 
232 . 5 -242 . 5 
242 . 5 - 252 . 5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . S -282 . S 
282 . 5 - 292 . S 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302.5-312.5 








t ◄ - !: 
1 4 -� 
o o.e
0 O.C 


















0 0 .0 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 
,.____,__ _____ _....____, _____________ ___, ____ _....__ 
Areas of Particles ( )IM 1 >
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEINKING 
( Count vs. Areas) 
HuMber Of Bins 
Bin Si%@ 
Bin Offset 
Hax. Part. Count 














oc.r unc. uc. .1 1,n.-.1 1,u n1,nL T illi 1 illi 
Paper JD : JSE29 
CCCCCU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'lU'l 
Ill Ill Ln Ill Ill I i i I i I I i I I I I 
, , · · ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNV;�cNv;mcN 
N V � a) I'll I'll I'll I'll I'll r� r� f� N N tr) tr) 
Areas of Particles ( J,PMZ ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEINKING 


















2.50 -12.50 17 182 . 5 • 172 . 5 
t2 .50 - 22 .so 18 t 72 . 5 - t82 . 5 
22 . 50 - 32 . 50 19 t82 .5-t92 .5 
32 . 50 - ◄2 . 50 20 192 . 5 -202 . 5 
◄2 . so - 52 . 50 21 202 .S-21.2 .S 
52 .50 - 62 .50 22 2t2 . 5 -222 . 5 
62 . 50 - 72 . 50 23 222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
72 .50 - 82 .50 2-4 232 .5-2-42 .5 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 · 
. 25 242 .5-252 .5 
92 . 50 - 102 . 5 26 252 . 5 -262 . 5 
t02 . S - t t2 . S . 27 262 . S -272 . S 
t t 2 . 5 - t 22 . 5 
. 28 272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
1.22. S - 1.32 . S 29 282 .S-292 .5
1.32 . S - 1. 42 . S 30 292 . S - 302 . 5 
1◄2.5 - 152.5 31 302. 5 -312. 5
1.52 .s - 1.62 .5 . 32 31. 2 • S - 322 . S
Hunber Of Bins 32 
Bin Si%1! 10.00 
Bin Offs@t 2.50 
Hax. Pat-t. Count 1-4 
"in. Pat-t. Count 1 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS' 
Paper JD : JSE30 
HISTOGRAH TABLE 
1 2 .50 -12 .50 182 . 5 -172 . 5 















Q C C Q C 111 Ui U'l Ui Ui U'l U'l 111 111 U1 111 111 13 
Ui Ui II! Ill Ln , , , , , , , , , , , , 14 
, , , , , N �J �J �J N �� �J N �J �J N �J 15
N � � � � S � : � � � � � � � � � 16 
Areas of Particles ( J,PMZ) 
HISTOGRAN of BEFORE DEIHKING 
(CCM.Slt vs. Areas) 
32 . 50 - ◄2 . 50 
◄2 .so - 52 .so
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
62 .50 - 72 .50
72 . 50 - 82 . 50 
82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
82 . 50 - 102 . 5 
t02. 5 - t t2. 5 
t t2. 5 - t22. 5 
1.22.S - 1.32.5 
1. 32 . 5 - 1. 42 . 5
142. 5 - 152. 5
1.52.5 - 1.62.5 
HuMber Of Bins 
Bin Si:t@ 
Bin Offs@t 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202.5-21.2.5 
2t2.5-222.5 
222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
232 .5-2◄2 .5 
242 . 5 - 252 . 5 
252 . 5 - 262 . 5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
282 . 5 - 292 . S
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302.5-312.5 
31.2.5-322.5 
Hax. Pat-t . Count 



















































LIL.I UI IL. Ll'L. .a. I 'II'\. ... •�u nrtnL T .:> .1 .:> 
Paper JD : JSE31 
ccccc������������ 
U'lU'lU'lU'lU'l I I I I I I I I I i  I I 
, , , , ·NNNNNNNNNNNN 
NNNNNCNV�;QNV�mcN 
N , al � "' "' "' "' "' N �� N N t� t'll ('1'
Areas of Particles C JIMZ l 



















2 . 50 - 12.50 162 . 5 - 172 . 5 
12 . 50 - 22 . 50 172 .5-182 .5 
22 .50 - 32 .50 1. 82 . 5 -1. 92 . 5
32 .50 - ◄2 .50 192 . 5 -202 . 5 
◄2 . so - 52 . so 202 .S-2i2 .S 
52 . 50 - 62 . 50 212 .5-222 .5 
62 .50 - 72 .50 222 .5-232 .5 
72 .50 - 82 .50 232 . 5 -242 . 5 
82 .50 - 92 .50 242 .5-252 .5 
82 . 50 - 102. 5 252 .5-282 .5 
t02. 5 - t t2. 5 262 .5-272 .5 
112.5 -122.5 272 . S -282 . 5 
t22.S - t32.S 282 . 5 - 292 . 5 
1.32 . 5 -1. '12 . 5 292 . 5 -302 . 5 
142 .5 - 152 .5 302 . 5 -312 . 5 
i52. S - i62. 5 312 .. S-322 .5 
Hu11ber Of Bins 32 
Bin Si:il! 10.00 
Bin Offs@t 2.50 
Max. Pat·t. Count 1-4 
Min. Pat·t. Count 1 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS' 
Paper JD : JSE32 
HJSTOGAAN of BEFORE DEIHKING 
< Cou,t vs. Areas)
HISTOGAAtt TABLE 
1 2 . 50 - 12 . 50 
2 12 . so - 22 . so
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
4 32 . 50 - ◄2 . 50 
S ◄2 . 50 - 52 . so
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 1 72 . 50 - B2 . 50 
9 I a2 . 50 - a2 . 50 
10 I 82 . 50 - 102 . 5 
t t 1.02 . 5 - 1. t2 . 5 
112. 5 - 122. S
122.5 - t32.5 
1.32.5 -1.42.5 
142.5 - 152.5 
152 .5 - 162 .5 
Hunber Of Bins 
Bin Si:il! 
Bin Offs@t 
162 . 5 - 172 . 5 
172 . 5 -182 . S 
1.82. 5 -1.92. 5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202.5-212.S 
21.2.5-222.5 
222 .5-232 .5 
232 . 5 -242 . 5 
242 . 5 - 252 . 5 
252 . 5 -262 . 5 
262 .5-272 .5 
272 . 5 -282 . S 
282 . S - 292 . S 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
302 .5-312 .5 
312.5-322.5 
Hax. Part. Count 














10 0.0 1 























TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IMlXl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected











TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IM1X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2) · 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µm 2) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected











TA8LE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM2Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2) 
3) Median (µm 2) 
4) Mode (µm 2) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IM2X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected











2 •· 8 7 
11.11 
TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM3Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM3X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM4Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IM4X2
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IMSXl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected











TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM5X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




(µm 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM6X1 
l) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
.S) Mode (µm 2 ) 
S) Number Of Particles
5) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Delnking Particles 
Paper ID : IM6X2 
Nature of Dispersion 
Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
Median (µm 2 ) 
Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
�' Total Areas (µm 2 ) 





(µrn 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IM7Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5)- Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m :i) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IM7X2 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µrn 2 ) 
3) Median (µm 2 )
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 )
7) Maximum Area detected













TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTICLES 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Particles 
Paper ID : IM8Xl 
1) Nature of Dispersion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2 ) 
3) Median (µrn 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 )
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µm 2 ) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m 2 ) 








TABLE 2 : DISPERSION HISTOGRAM OF PARTI:_�5 
Based on No. of Before Deinking Partic-!s 
Pape,.. ID : IM8X2 
1) Nature of Dlspe�sion
2) Arithmetic Mean (µm 2) 
3) Median (µm 2 ) 
4) Mode (µm 2 ) 
5) Number Of Particles
6) Total Areas (µ■ 2) 
7) Maximum Area detected




( µ m,) 















BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 







in Ar@.a Range 
1 ! 2 . 50 - 12 . 50 
2 12 . 50 - 22 . 50 
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
4 I 32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
5 12 . 50 - 5 2  . 50 
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . so - 82 . so ·
9 92. 50 - 92. 50 
10 92 .50 - 102 .5 
11 t02 . 5 - t t2. 5 
12 112 . 5 - 122 . 5 
O O □ □ □ u, Ui Ll'1 U1 U'l u, u, U'1 Ln U'l u, Ln 13 122. 5 - 132. 5 
u, u, I.Ii U'1 ui ; ; ; i I i i i I I I I 1-4 132 • 5 - 1-42. 5 
A.' A.I A.I A.' A.I A.' /4' �I �I /4J /4' .,, 
; ' .� 1, 1• ,; ,, ,, \'I ,, .� ;, \'! ;'1 15 14., 5 - 15 2 5N N N N N O N 'l CD 00 0,. N 'l,. CC,.. 00,.. 0 N 6 1 .. 5:;
. 
5 _ .. 6..,
. 
5 C'� � a, 3l "'" "'" .. "'" "'" I� C'� I� I� d M � 1 i 1. .c. • 1. .c. • 
in Ar@.a Rang@ 
17 162. 5 -172. 5 
18 172 .5- 182 .5 
19 182 . 5 - 192 . 5 
20 192 . 5 - 202 . 5 
21 202.s- 212.s 
22 2 t2 . 5 -222 . 5 
23 222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
24 232 . 5 -2 ◄2 . 5 
. 25 242 . 5 - 25 2 . 5 
26 252 . 5 - 262 . 5 
27 2S2 .5-272 .5 
28 272 . 5 - 28 2 . 5 
23 282 .S- 292 .5 
30 292 . 5 - 302 . 5 
31 302 .·5 -312. 5 
312.5-322.S 




HISTOGRAM of BEFORE OEIHKlHG 
( Count vs. Areas) 
Bin 0ffsQt 
Max. Part. Count 




BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 


















in Area Range ini Area Range nt �A 
1 2. 50 - 12. 50 
2 12.50 - 22.50 
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
4 32 . so - 42 . so
5 ◄2 . so - 52 . so
6 5 2  .50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . 50 - 82 . 50 
S 82 . 50 - S2 . 50 
10 92.50 - 102.5 
11 i02. 5 - 112. 5 
12 i 1. 2 . 5 - i 22 . 5 
Q ; : Q : Ui Ui U'l U'i U'i U1 Ui u, Ui u, u, u, 13 i 22 . S - i 32 . S 'Ii Ui Ui :J: U'l ' ' · ' · ' ' ' ' · ' ' 14 1. 3 2 . 5 - 142 . 5 · , · ' · �J �J �J N �J N N N N N N �� 15 142 . S - 152 . 5N i� N N N Q N V " w Q i"'-4 � " w Q N I'._; ... M /II': "'! "'!  .. ,. - I'_,; I'_.; I'•,.,  I'., mm 16 i52.5 -i62.S 'II. '! • "" "I"'"" ......, ,...., -� .• """ ,11 .. , ,, ,, 
Areas of Particles ( vn z ) 




i 72. 5 - 182. 5 
t82. 5- t92. 5 
192 . S - 202 . S 
202.5-2-12.S 
212.5- 222.5 
22:2 . 5 - 232 . 5 
232 .5-242 .5 
242 .5-252 .5 
25 2 . 5 - 262 . 5 
262 . 5 - 272 . 5 
272 . 5 - 282 . 5 
282 . S - 292 . S 
292 . 5 - 302 . 5 
302. 5 - 312 . 5 
3-12.5-322.5
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKJNG 
c Count vs. Area:s) Max. Part. Count 



















0 0 .CJ 





BEFORE DEIHKING ANALYSIS 
Pepar- JI> : J H:J 
HISTOGRAH TABLE 
in! Are.a Aa;ge 
1 2. 50 - i2 _ 50 
2 12 _ 50 - 22 . 50 
3 22 . 50 - 32 . 50 
4 ,32 .50 - -42 .50 
5 i 12 . 5 0  - 52 . 5 0  
6 i 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 ·52 .50 - 72 .SO 
8 72 . so - 82 . so
9 82. 50 - 92 . 50 
10 92 _ 5 0  - 102 _ 5 
i 1 {02 . 5 - t {2 . 5 
12 i 112. 5 - 1 22. 5 
□ O □ □ □ Ln Ln Ln U'l Ln Ln ll1 ll1 Ln Ln t11 Ln 13 l 122. 5 - 132. 5 U'I Ui U'I Ui Ui 1 • ' ' 1 ' • ' ' ' ' ' 1� \ i.32 _ 5 - t-42 _ 5 
· · · N N N N N N N N N N N N 15 i 142 5 - 152 5NNNNNON-q"CIJOOONVCIJOOON i .,- _ .,-N 1=' (I:) o., ., ., ., ., ., N C', C', C', c-, � � 16 i 15.c.. 5 16,. 5 
in1 Ar@.a Ran9@ 
17 i t 62 . 5 -t 72 . 5 
18 i 172.5-182.5 
19 ! t 82 . 5 - t 92 . 5 
20 i 192.5-202.5 
211202.5-212.5 
2'2 i 2t2 .5-222 .5 
23 '222 .5-232 .5 
24 232 .S-2◄2 .S 
25 242 .5-252 .5 
26 25 2 .5-262 .5 
27 262 .5-2?2 .5 
28 272 .5-282 .5 
2S 282 .5-252 .5 
30 292 .5-302 .5 
31 , 302 .·5-312 .5 
32 i 312.5-322.5 
I 
0 O .O! 
0 0.01 














L--_,_ _____ .....__----''--....&..-..__ ____ ___. _ __.___ 
Areas of Particles ( J..ml)
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE OEJHKJHG
( Count vs_ Areas) 










BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
HISTOGAAH TABLE 
1 2 _ 50 - 12 _ 50 
2 12 . 5 0  - 22 . 50 
3 22 _ so - 32 _ 50 
4 3 2  . so - 42 . so
5 ◄2 . 50 - 5 2  . 50 
E: 5 2  .5 0 - 62 .50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 _ 50 - 82 _ 50 
S 82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
10 52 . 50 - 102 _ 5 
11 1.02. 5 - t i.2. 5 
12 t12.5 - t22.5 
C Q �CC U1 Ui �7 U1 U1 Ui Ui Ui �7 U'l U1 Ui 13 i22.5-t32.5 
� Ui U'l U: Ui ; • • • ; ' ; I ' ; • ' 14 1. 32 . 5 - 1. 42 . 5 . . . •: •1 •: •: -I •: •: �: •; •: •: -: 
I I • • • :. '( • '( • 'JI • '( :. 'll • 'JI • .. • 'ti - '( • .. • .. :. 'f 15 142 • 5 -152 • 5 
N N N N � Q N � i � Q N � � � Q N 
C'\i � :i? oo "' "' "' .. "' ;� ;� C'� ;J C'J w et;· 16 152. S - 162. 5 
17 162 _ 5 - 172 _ 5 
18 172.5-182.5 
19 1.82.5-'192.5 
192.5 -202 .5 
202 . 5-212. S 
21.2 .5-222 .5 
222 . 5 -232 . 5 
232 _ 5 -242 _ 5 
242 .5-252 .5 
252 _ 5 -262 _ 5 
2S2 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . 5 -282 . 5 
282 . 5 -292 . 5 
292 .5-302 .5 
302 _ 5 -312 _ 5 
312.5-322.S 




HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKIHG
<Co•...int vs. Ar@asl 
Bin· Off§@t 
Hax. Part. Count






0 0 _( 
0 O .( 
t O _, 
0 0 .( 
1. 0 - :
t O -� 
0 0 _( 
0 0 _( 
1 0 .t 
i O _( 
0 0 _( 
0 0 .( 
0 0 _( 
1 0 _ i 
1 0.: 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
HISTOGRAM TABLE 
ini Area Range 
1 2 . 50 - 12 . 50 
2 12 . 50 - 22 . 50 
3 22 . so - 32 . 50 
4 32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
5 ◄2 . so - 52 . so
6 52 _ 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 _ 50 - 82 _ 50 
S 82 _ 50 - 92 _ 50 
10 182.50 -102.5 
11 t 02 _ 5 - t t2 . 5 
12 112.5 - 122.5 
C C Q C C U'I U'I U'I U'I U'I U1 U'I U'I U'I U'I U'I ill 13 1.22 .5 - 1.32 .5 
U'\ U'\ U"! U'\ U'\ ,,.'. .. : .. : .. : ,,.'. .. : .. : .. : ,,.: .: .. : .. : 14 i '132. 5 - i-42 _ 5 ' ' . ' ' 1• ,. '" '" •• " -� " •••• ,. " 15 114., 5 - 15., 5 N N N N N c N V iiQ i Q � !. � � C N 1� I ts�· s - ts�· sN t:I' iii OJ "" "" "" "" "" N .� 1� .� .� Cli iii 1/J • ._ • ._ •
in! Area Range 
17 162. 5 -172. 5 
18 172.5-182.5 
19 1.82. S -1.92. 5 
20 192.5-202.5 
21 202. S -2t2. S 
22. 21.2.5-222.5
231222 . 5 - 232 - 5 
24. 232 .5-242 .5
25 i 242 _5-252 .5 
26 I 252.5-262.5 
27 j 262.5-272.5 
28 . 272 . 5 -282 . 5 
. 29 282 . 5 -292 . 5 
30 292 . 5 -302 _ 5 
31 I 302 .·5-312 .5 
..... � i 3t., S - 3.,., Sv ... i .... ... .... 





22 HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEIHKING< Count vs. Areas) 
Bin 0ffs@t 
Max. Part. Count 
Nin. Part. Count 1 ! 
BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
Papet· ID I HS 
Areas of Particles ( µ�,) 
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DElNKlNG
( Count vs. Areas) 
1 2.SO - 1.2.50 
2 12 . 50 - 22 _ 50 
3 22 _ 50 - 32 . so
4 32 . 50 -42 . 50 
5 -12 . 50 - 52 . 50 
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 72 . so - 82 . 50 
9 82 . 50 - 92 . 50 
t 62 . 5 - 1. 72 . 5 
172. 5 - 182 _ 5
1.82. 5 - i.92. 5
192. 5 -202. 5
202. 5 -212. 5
2 i 2 . 5 - 222 . 5 
222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
232 . 5 - 242 . 5 
242 . 5 - 252 . 5
252 . 5 - 262 . 5
262 .5-272 .S 
272 . 5 -282 . 5 
282 . 5 -232 . 5 
292 . 5 - 302 . 5 
10 92 . 50 - 102 . 5 
11 102.S - ii2.5 
112.5-122.5 
122.5 - 132.5 
132. 5 - i-42. 5
142.5-152.5
152.5 - 162.5 
31 302.5-312.5 
. 0 32 312 . 5 - 322 . 5 
NuMber Of Bins 
Bin Size 
Bin 0ff�et 
Max. Part. Count 











3 t .4i 
0 0.0' 












i O .2 
0 0.0 
1 0 .2 








i O .3 






BEFORE DEINKING ANALYSIS 
P111Hn- J C,, : J H? 
HISTOGAAtl TABLE 
inl Area Rarrge
1 2 _ 50 - 12 _ 50 
2 12.50 - 22.50 
3 22 _ 50 - 32 . 50 
,4 32 _ so - 42 . so
S ◄2 . so - 52 . so
6 52 . 50 - 62 . 50 
7 62 . 50 - 72 . 50 
8 172 .50 - 82 .50 
9 i 82 . 50 - 92 _ 50 10 i 82 . 50 - 102 . 5 
. . . . . . 11 I to2 _ 5 - t t2. 5 
12 1112.s - 122.s 
C Q Q Q Q U'1 Ui U'1 Ln Ln Ln Ln Ui U'1 111 \11 Ui 13 : t22. 5 - t32. 5 
� Ui Ui Ui U'1 ; ; ; ; ; I ; ; ; ; I ; 1-4 \ 1.32. 5 - 1.42. 5 . . 1111 1111 1111 1111 Ill' 1111 1111 1111 1111 jlll 1111 1111 , 
' ' ' . . •1 .. .. .. -� ·- •• ·- .. .. ·- •• 15 114.., 5 - 152 5NNNNNQN'i;Q�QN�;Q:QN ! !;· ,,-
C'� � a:; al � � � � � N C'� C'J t� N iii iii 16 i iS�. 5 - tS�. S
in Area Range 
162 .5-172 .5 
172 _ S -182. S 
1.82 .5-1.92 .5 
192 . 5 -202 . 5 
202.5-212.S 
2i2. 5 -222 . 5 
222 . 5 - 232 . 5 
232 .5-2◄2 .5 
242 _ 5 - 252 . 5 
252 .5-262 .5 
262 . 5 -272 . 5 
272 . 5 -282 . 5 
282 . 5 -292 . 5 
292 . 5 -302 . 5 
31 302: 5 -312. 5 





0 0 .0 




1 0 _ 7 
0 0. CJ 
1 O.E 
0 0 .c 
1. 0 _ f
t O -�
i O. �
L-_.._ _____ ....._____...____.___......_ ____ ____._.....__ 
Areas of Particles C J,.tnl) 
HISTOGAAH of BEFORE DEINKING 
( Count vs _ Areas) 
HuMber Of Bins 
Bin Si2:e! 
Bin Offset 
Max. Part. Count 







BEFORE DEINKIHG ANALYSIS 
Pa,HiH" ID : I HS 
HISTOGRAH TABLE 
in! �r@.a R.an9@ 
1 . 2 . 50 - 1. 2 _ 50 
.2 12 . 50 - 22 _ 50 
3 22 _ 50 -32 . 50 
4 32 . 50 - 42 . 50 
5 42 _ 50 - 52 _ 50 
S 52 _ 50 - 62 _ 50 
7 62 . so - 72 _ so
8 72 . 50 - 82 . 50 
9 82 _ 50 - 92 . 50 
10 92 _ 50 - 102 _ 5 
ii i02 _ S - i i2 _ S 
12 112 _ 5 - 122 . 5 
0 0 Cl O O Ln Lt'i U'1 U'1 U'1 U'\ Lli U'1 U'1 U'1 tr: U113 122.5 - 132.5 
Ui Ui Ui U'\ U'\ ' ' · ' ' ' ' ' · · ' ' 14 t32. 5 - -t.-42. 5 . . . . Jo' Joi ,-.1 Jo' .. : Jo: Jo: Jo' Joi Joi Jo• Jo: 
' . . . . ;• ;• ,. ;• ;• 1• ,- ;, ,,. ,. ,. ;• 15 142. 5 - 152 -5
N N N N N O N V i 00 0 N � � 00 Q N 
("� � � 0: "" "" "" "" "" ("� t. N ("� (",1 ('i, M 16 152 . 5 - 162 . 5 
Areas of Particles ( J.IMl) 
NuMber Of Bins 
Bin Size 
Bin OffsE!t 
1.62 _ 5 -1. 72. 5 
172.5-182.5 
-t. 82 . 5 -1. 92 . 5 
Hl2 . 5 -202 . 5 
202 _ s-212 _ s 
2 t 2 . 5 -222 _ 5 
222 . 5 -232 _ 5 
232 .5-242 .5 
242 _ 5 -252. 5 
252 _ 5 -262 _ 5 
262 .5-272 .S 
272 . 5 - 282 _ 5 
282 . 5 -292 _ 5 
292 _ 5 -302 _ 5 
302.5-312_5 
312 . S -322 . 5 
HISTOGRAM of BEFORE DEINKING 
( Count vs_ Area:s > Max. Part. Count 







1. 0 - �
0 0.1
2 1..·
t O _j 





o 0. 1 
0 Q_: 






; AV£RAGE READINGS 
-£NTER NUNBER 1-15? 
'le 
1 AVERAGE READINGS 
ENTER NUNBER 1-15? 
10 
AVERAGE REAi) I NGS 




























































































•' .AVERAGE READINGS 
C:NTER NliNBER 1-15? 
}0 
. · AYERAGE READINGS 











































































-ENTER klH''IBER 1-15 ·-::· 
10 
AVERAGE READINGS 



















































































































































75. 82 A\.'G 














ENTER NU�ER 1-15? 
10 
--AVERAGE READINGS­




















78. 39 B80. 01 B
79. 55 B
78. 92 B79.64 1 
B 
---""1B. • 3 8


















































































































































































































8.2 • .24 
81.99 
LOAD SAl'IPLE 




















































ENTER NUtmER 1-15? 
·10
AYERAGE READINGS 
�NTER NU"BER 1-15? 
10 
AYER AGE READINGS 













































79 • .20 
�85 







































ENTER NUKBER 1-15? 
10 
AYERAGE READINGS 
























77. 64 B 
76. 87 B 
7L.59 B 
79. 09 B
78. 03 B 
78. 19 B 
78. 07 B 
77. 65 B 
77. 89 AVG 





77. 19 B 
77. 83 B 
77. 70 B
78 • .23 B 
*�
4 B
.. 1.19 B 
77. 43 B
78. 68 B 
78. 62 B 
77.48 B 
77. 89 AVG













































ENTER NU"BER 1-15 ?
10 
LO.=-tt• SANPLE 
























































: � t 
B "' 















81. 01 A'•..'G 78.68 0.42 0. 37 STD\i
AVERAGE READINGS 












































































74 . .26 
AVERAGE READINGS









































































































74 • .25 
T3.74 
STDV 







ENTER NUNBER 1-15 7
10 
AVERAGE READINGS 






















































....,� 7.i:> ,' ,• • ·.JL. 
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